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People, people, people...
CES crowds previewed
recordable CD players,
among other technology.
See our coverage, p. 8
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NAB Endorses Eureka

by Judith Gross

NAPLES, Fla. NAB will endorse the
Eureka 147 DAB technology for North
American implementation, based on
recommendations from the association's
DAB Task Force, heard at the NAB Radio Board meeting here in late January.
NAB will also become the licensor of
Eureka technology in aNorth American
partnership between Eureka's proponents and the association's NAB Tech-

New DAB
Plans Laid
NAPLES, Fla. Two additional DAB systems surfaced in the NAB DAB Task
Force's presentation just prior to the Radio
Board meeting here. One is an in-band
FM-compatible system and the other uses
multipoint distribution systems.
The in-band system has been in development by Gannett, Standford Research Institute and Corporate Computer Systems. It reportedly has the
backing of several other large radio
groups that have not formally announced their affiliation.
The Gannett plan is known as coded
polyvector modulation, and involves
placing adigital signal "under" an existing analog FM carrier. It also includes
high speed digital subcarriers.
Its backers said existing FM transmitters and antennas can be used and that
the cost of implementation is under
$20,000.
The Gannett plan was informally
presented to the NAB prior to the preBoard briefing and also outlined to FCC
staff, including Thomas Stanley of the
Office of Science & Technology.
Another DAB plan has emerged from
EMCEE Broadcast Products of White Haven, Pa., which reportedly demonstrated
its system in Mexico City the same week
the briefing took place.
The EMCEE plan uses two transmitters on 2647 and 2658 MHz along with
Digital Cable Radio from General Instrument for asystem the Task Force called
"wireless' digital cable radio." EMCEE
said the system can provide 16 CDquality stereo channels in 9.6 MHz in a
home environment.
The Task Force briefing characterized
the Gannett plan as similar to one proposed by John Leonard and Kintel which
uses power multiplexing.
The Gannett plan was to be considered by the Radio Operators Caucus in
amid-February meeting on DAB.

nologies subsidiary. The partnership
plan, however, is subject to technical
evaluation by the DAB Task Force Technical Advisory Group and other industry engineers, an NAB release stated.
The Radio Board had been urged by
the DAB Task Force to act quickly to endorse Eureka 147 technology and to
"control and manage" DAB implementation for the good of existing AM and
FM stations.

presented an exhaustive look at DAB: its
development, current status and plan for
action.

Real and moving fast
Abel emphasized that the current status of DAB development shows that it is
areality and ready for implementation
today. He pointed once again to the increasing demand for digital audio
among consumers listening to CDs and
now DAT, and named alist of competing DAB proponents vying for accepEleven- point proposal
tance and FCC authorization to test sysAn 11-point plan put before the Radio
tems.
Board sought to identify and obtain
Abel also cautioned that the FCC inspectrum; establish a technical DAB
standard—most likely Eureka 147; de- creasingly favors authorizing new technology and noted that international
velop a "reasonable" industry consensus; get FCC and congressional ap- broadcast interests have rallied in support of satellite technology. He added
proval; minimize opposition and dislocations of existing stations; establish a that preparation time before the World
Administrative Radio Conference in
DAB timetable and identify and miniearly 1992 is short and that NAB would
mize costs of the same; accommodate exneed to have DAB policies in place if U.S.
isting services and maintain current FCC
regulatory treatment as broadcast enti- broadcasters' needs are to be met at
WARC.
ties; and to continue opposing satellite
"One thing has been crystal clear ever
DAB systems.
since we first learned about DAB techIn a pre-Board briefing, attended by
nology: the United States radio broaddozens of radio and TV CEOs, engineers
casting industry is going to change
and NAB Board members, Radio Board
Abel said. In asking for support for NAB
Chairman David Hicks, DAB Task Force
to manage and control it "on our time
Chairman Alan Box, NAB Executive VP
schedule" Abel went on to say that
of Operations John Abel and Senior VP
(continued on page 7)
of Science & Technology Michael Rau
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FCC Outlines DAB Issues
by Alex Zavistovich
WASHINGTON While most
aspects of the digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) issue are
still unresolved, some FCC officials acknowledge that development of the technology is on the
fast track.
At a Jan. 23 "brown bag"
lunch, sponsored by the Consumer Assistance and Small
Business Division of the FCC's
Office of Public Affairs, the
Commission's
Leonard
Kennedy and Bill Hassinger

outlined
concerns being
weighed by the Commission
regarding DAB.
Kennedy, the senior legal advisor to Commissioner Ervin
Duggan, called the DAB issue
"something of amoving target,"
in light of the variety of services
currently proposed. He said the
manner in which DAB is established, preferences or favored
treatment, and regulatory structures all are being considered by
the FCC.
Mass Media Bureau Assistant
Chief Engineer Bill Hassinger

made the most candid remarks
regarding DAB development,
although he prefaced his state-

ery systems under consideration for DAB—terrestrial, satellite, hybrid, and compatible—
Hassinger considered the question of a single service. He
noted that society "might benefit from amix of digital services," comparing the situation to

The manner in which DAB is
established, preferences or favored
treatment, and regulatory structures
are all being considered by the FCC.
ments with the comment that
they did not necessarily reflect
Commission policy attitudes.
After noting the various deliv-

adepartment store where avariety of products are carried under one roof.
Hassinger also said there was

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

iAUDIOARTS A-50 RADIO CONSOLE!

no practical or economic reason
for a single standard for DAB.
He suggested that amultimode
selection system on receivers
might be away around the single standard question.
There are possible advantages
to satellite delivery of DAB, he
commented. Such a delivery
system would pose no biological problems (ostensibly referring to the effects of RF radiation), would not affect air navigation equipment and would
not interfere with existing service, according to Hassinger.
He acknowledged, however,
that adisadvantage to satellite
delivery is the potential loss of
some aspect of service if all
broadcasters were given the satellite option all at once. Hassinger suggested acompromise
solution might be ahybrid system, with low power terrestrial
delivery as asupplement to satellite.
Hassinger also addressed
localism, saying, "Idon't think
localism should be used as an
argument against new ways of
doing things!' Arguing against
having a regional system "because it's not local" seems a
"non-sequitur!' he said.
Hassinger noted the importance of localism, but suggested
that the defense of localism
might already have "served its
purpose!'
Questioned as to atime frame
for DAB development, Hassinger predicted it could come
in the "reasonably near term,"
depending on the approach.
A terrestrial system may require "four, five, six years" for
development, he speculated,
while asatellite approach may
come faster, perhaps "two to
three
years.",
Hassinger
predicted that mobile satellite
may move faster yet.
Kennedy added that "we
don't have to solve every question before we can move" on
DAB development.

=4We wanted to know if it really was possible to build a high quality
low-cost radio console We found the answer to be quite exciting' We've
come out with the A-50 console and even given it its own trade name
AUDIOARTS
This console comes complete with machine control
functions. individually programmable channel logic. program, audition and
telephone outputs control room and studio monitors, as well as
headphone and cue power amplifiers
Its also designed so you can
expand or add accessory modules as your needs grow.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever engineering and the latest
advances in electronic assembly procedures
It was developed by the
same design team that creates our other high end equipment Its performance is light years beyond the competition
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DAB Test Interference Unlikely
MS'TV, WETA Criticism
Answered by Strother
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON Strother Communications has responded to the Association
for Maximum Service Television (MSTV)
objections to its FCC request for experimental authority to test DAB systems
in Boston and Washington.
Also, the firm has backed away from
any commitment to test only the Eureka
147 DAB system, according to arecent
amendment to its test authority filing. It
instead proposes to test alternative systems, such as Stanford Telecommunications, and conduct tests on the Multipoint Distribution Services (MDS)
band.
MSTV and Washington area PBS station WETA filed last minute objections
to Strother's original request last December, citing interference potential during
testing and an incomplete plan that lacks
specific transmission sites.
MSTV also said that DAB testing on
UHF spectrum is unnecessary because
the band eventually will be used for
High Definition Television (HDTV) and
not DAB.
In response, Strother's consulting
firm—du Treil, Lundin & Rackley—said
there is little chance of interference and
MSTV has made interference calcula-

Service

tions that are beyond the worst case
scenarios in the two cities. In its original filing, Strother asked for permission
to test on Channel 14 and 40 in Washington and 15 and 32 in Boston.
Although there is "the slight potential
for sound image interference" to WETA,
it is unlikely since the experimental ERP
would be less than low-powered TV
operations, the firm said.

'Actual interference to WETA is extremely unlikely," the response said. 'As
pointed out in Strother's amendment,
filters are available to eliminate any interference in cases such as those without affecting television reception!'
Strother did not choose other
Washington area UHF frequencies because of greater interference potential to
TV stations near those channels, accord-

DAB Spectrum Eyed
by Alan Carter
WASHINGTON Use of L-band spectrum for digital radio may come down
to abattle between digital audio broadcasting (DAB) proponents and the Executive Branch of the federal government, which doesn't support accommodating frequency switches and
guards the spectrum for military use.
This scenario is developing, according
to comments filed at the FCC, as the U.S.
prepares its position to take to the 1992
World Administrative Radio Conference
(WARC).
In reply comments on the Commission's second Notice of Inquiry for
WARC, DAB proponents are zeroing in
on 1500 MHz as the best frequency for
Broadcasting Satellite Service (sound)
and acomplementary terrestrial service.

But such an allocation would require
the relocation of Aeronautical Mobile
Telemetering service users—including
the Air Force and private operations—
to 2390-2450 MHz.
While the Commission does not believe there is aproblem in shifting the
telemetering service users to other frequencies, the Executive Branch said the
action will have anegative effect on aeronautical test and telemetry operations.
Until the war in the Persian Gulf broke
out, observers believed FCC and DAB
proponents could facilitate the spectrum
switch with political pressure on Capitol Hill. Now, that is doubtful.
"This issue has not been resolved,"
said FCC Deputy Chief for Spectrum En-

ing to the firm's response.
The firm also addressed MSTV's contention that transmission tests in Boston
could interfere with Channel 19 in that
city.
The only way there could be interference to Channel 19 from DAB testing on
Channel 15 is if it mixed with another
strong signal from Channel 17, du Treil,
Lundin & Rackley said.
"There are no authorized Channel 17
stations in the vicinity," the response
added.
Finally, du Treil Lundin & Rackley
(continued on page 7)

gineering William Torak.
The FCC is planning to issue a supplemental notice in March focusing on
BSS (sound), Torak said.
DAB proponents said more space
within the L-band is needed than the
FCC proposed. The consensus appears
to be 60 MHz, rather than 32 MHz, at
1470-1530 MHz.
"We're really not that concerned about
the amount, but where it will be," Torak
said. "Ithink it's about time we concentrate on where we are heading. We've got
to have our act together within six or
seven months!'
To a degree, Satellite CD Radio addressed the debate. The DAB proponent
maintained that the civilian sector
managed by the Aerospace & Flight Test
Radio Coordinating Council (AFTRCC)
could meet its requirements in 48 MHz
rather than its current 95 MHz.
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The War, the Board & Bar Chat
dorse or form some sort of liaison with
Eureka. Now, there are alot of systems
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Here we are in a being talked about out there. Some enwar and it's business as usual, unless gineers would like to see them checked
you happen to have aloved one over out before an endorsement is made—not
there. It's pretty incredible how little an unreasonable request.
I'm all for prudence, but not footsuch aserious happening has disrupted
dragging, which is another matter enour day-to-day lives, isn't it?
tirely. One of the NAB's alternative plans
called for delaying the technology by
forming industry advisory committees,
opening atest center and alab to test
DAB systems.
Sound familiar? Icall this the HDTV
solution. Guaranteed to slow down the
process to atortoise-like crawl while the
hares and other critters whip on by.
Question is: Does the industry (or NAB
representing the industry) need to act this
A few more prayers, alot more listen- strongly this quickly? Iwon't take sides.
I'll just point out some things I've noing to the all-news stations. Notice how
even TV reports have turned pretty ticed. The satellite folks are fairly strongmuch into radio voice-overs? I'll stick minded and gaining some international
with radio . . . it's amite tough to watch support. Some folks who are not broadcasters don't buy the "localism" arguTV when you're driving.
Take agood long look at that silver- ment but would like to see the industry
winged machine in the picture on this move toward aglobal approach.
AM stereo is one example of what can
page. It was probably one of the last
Eastern Airlines planes that flew. It was happen to a service when atechnical
the one Idid not take to the NAB Board standard is not set and competing techmeeting in Florida (Ifinally figured these nologies are left to founder. It isn't just
guys are on to something: Florida in AM stereo that's foundering. It's taking
all of AM along with it.
January, eh?).
Eureka may not be the be-all perfect
Anyway, Iwas scheduled to fly Eastern but the airline's economic woes put technology its proponents claim it is.
adamper on that. Now I'm beginning to Then there's that nasty little question of
think there's something weird about who's going to fork over new spectrum
for aDAB service. But it does get kind
scheduling flights to industry events.
Remember when Braniff went belly up of hard to argue with $50 million in
just before the SBE show in Kansas City? R&D, especially when we spend virtuGuess what airline Ibooked? That's ally no money on it for this industry in
right. Think there's a cosmic message this country.
Then there are all the American vs.
here?
Anyway, it got real interesting just be- European questions that come into play.
fore the Florida meet while the DAB The argument for an American system
rhetoric heated up to afrenzy. First the has even gotten louder since we began
engineers that were going to go over to our missions in the Gulf.
I'm as patriotic as the next person. But
France to check out the Eureka system
had to cancel the trip. Fears of terrorism we're talking about the technology here,
overseas as aresult of the war put the not which side did you fight on in the war.
Besides, American research played avery
kibosh on that.
Then some radio folks started to react important role in Eureka development, esto the possibility that NAB would en- pecially the data compression work,
by Judith Gross

Yeah, he'd heard about it. But he was
more eager to talk about the latest
gadgets for your car. CD players with
programmable remote control. DAT for
the car. Infrared remote for everything.
How about the intelligent car?
It warns would-be burglars to leave the
vicinity immediately (then emits acheerful, voice-synthesized "Thank you."
What, you aren't going to tell me to "Have
anice day?") and finds you when you're
lost, or helps you find your way.
How about car faxes and better-thanever car phones? At this rate you won't

much of which was begun by AT&T.
And oh yes. If the American argument
is so important, where does that leave
our current radio technology? Marconi
was from Italy, Heinrich Hertz from Germany and Michael Faraday was British.
Bet you wouldn't refuse to take amedicine that would save your life just because it was invented overseas. So
enough of that talk.
Hope the NAB and the rest of the industry focus in on the technical questions and come up with something we
can all— AM and FM—not only tolerate

It's a bird .

it's a plane .. it's defunct

but prosper with.
What's clear is that the rest of the electronics world is not waiting for radio to
get its act together.
Example: It was the end of the first
long day at the Winter CES. Iwas sitting
at the little bar in the back of the Hilton
casino, listening to coins plink into slot
machines, sipping on arum and Diet
Coke, playing with the phone numbers
in my Casio BOSS and chatting with the
guy on the next barstool.
He was an electronics rep from asmall
midwestem town, come to see the hottest
audio gizmos. Ismiled over at his wife.
They were nursing sparkling waters.
"I never drink at these things," he said,
"you can overdo it if you don't watch
out." Remembering many blurry NAB
conventions in this desert oasis, I
agreed. Iasked him about digital radio
broadcasting—had he heard about radio's new revolution?

have to leave your vehicle for anything except to visit the restrooms (gee, Ihope they
figure asolution to that one someday).
Radio? Yeah, he agreed it was probably losing audience. "But Idon't have
any sympathy for these stations," he
added. "They did it to themselves. They
won't improve their signals. They won't
improve their coverage. Why should
people keep listening when they've got
CD and DAT?"
Ifinished the last of the rum and DC
and gathered up my notepad to scout up
some dinner. "Would it help if they went
digital?" Iasked.
That stopped him. He thought amoment before answering. "It'll help. But
it better be soon."
Heard ajuicy tidbit? Spill your guts to
Earwaves by faxing JG at 703-998-2966,
writing to P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church VA
22041, or calling 703-998-7600. Who knows,
you could win acoveted RW mug.
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OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Data compression clarification
Dear RW,
In Mel Lambert's article "A Data Compression Overview" (Nov. Z 1990), acouple of items need correction.
First, it is avirtue of transform-based
coder systems that they do not rely on a
"library of sound models" and their attendant potential for errors when awaveform
is processed that does not fit the model.
By performing an FFT or similar technique
to transform audio samples into large
numbers of bands (critical band theory
suggests at least 24 are needed) in the frequency domain, full benefit can be realized of masking phenomena to ensure
that quantizing errors fall below the
threshold of perceptibility.
By way of historical account, sub-band
designs employing ADPCM with relatively few bands are the class of coders
that were originally based on speech
modeling. Any limitations, however, are
mitigated in sub-band systems that use
large numbers of bands (greater than or
equal to 24). In such cases, both transformbased and sub-band coders excel in signal
transparency, but transform-based coders
tend to be lower in complexity.
Second, while it is true that Dolby AC-2
coding generates 256 bands in the process
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of time-to-frequency domain conversion,
they are then grouped into the 24 perceptually relevant bands dictated by critical
band theory prior to further processing.
Kevinn Tam, Broadcast Tech. Mgr.
Dolby Laboratories Inc.
San Francisco, Calif.
Circumventing the forms form
Dear RW,
Good news! Believe it or not, it is still
possible to obtain FCC forms without using Form 207 (
Guest Comment, Dec. 12,
1990).
How? Simply submit awritten request
for the desired form(s) to the Office of
Congressional and Public Affairs, Federal
Communications Commission, 1919 M
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20554. Be
sure to include the proper numerical designator(s) and the title of the form or forms
as found in 47 CFR 73, 74, and elsewhere
in the Rules. Always be sure to include
your return address.
This procedure has worked well in the
past. However, for the sake of prompt
service in the future, it might be wise to
delimit such method of form requests to
imminently or occasionally necessary applications. Keeping an extra Form 207 on
hand might not hurt, either!
Name withheld by request
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The NAB Radio Board's decisions to endorse the Eureka 147 DAB system in North
America and license the technology are positive steps toward ensuring that broadcasters
can avail themselves of digital audio transmission technology in amanner that benefits
the entire industry.
It's good that the association has become involved in the DAB issue so quickly. NAB's
participation can speed the development of astandard for digital broadcasting. After
all, AM stereo's arduous road toward implementation for lack of asingle standard remains apainful memory.
Further, the NAB's endorsement of aDAB transmission scheme provides an underpinning for the important concept of localism in the medium. All existing AM and FM
broadcasters can, with this action, be assured of achance to participate in the new technology
The NAB's intended licensing of Eureka will provide ameasure of control that will
benefit local broadcasters to the extent possible within the limits of the law. It is important,
however, that the NAB treat its licensing
responsibilities in an open, rather than exclusionary manner.
In this way, digital broadcasting will pose
the greatest opportunities for forwardthinking companies to be in the vanguard of
anew generation of transmission and studio
equipment. The economic implications alone
point to an exciting future for all facets of the
industry.
And yet, the NAB must not forget the concerns of some that broadcasters shouldn't
throw their support behind asystem simply because it is the furthest along in development. A reasonable effort should be made—within areasonable time frame—to review
other DAB proposals, so there is no doubt that Eureka is the most appropriate system
for implementation.
Why? Because in the final analysis, adigital audio broadcasting scheme needs uniform support from broadcasters, broadcast equipment manufacturers and receiver
manufacturers if it is to grow into the powerful tool everyone hopes it will be. A good
faith effort on the part of the NAB to allay concerns that they may be moving too quickly
will solidify support for the association's decisions.
With aconcensus from broadcasters and manufacturers, the NAB can urge the
FCC for policy action without fear of contradiction. These steps toward implementing DAB will lead to great strides for the industry as awhole.
—RW

First
Steps for
DAB

terested in contributing any cast-off equipment
for this worthy pursuit can write to Paul Courson at P.O. Box 73, West Friendship, Md.
21794-0073.

tower with the base insulators about 20
feet apart. The tower was used for our AM
up through February, 1988, when we put
up anew AM tower with areal ground
Appeal for AM gear
system on the northern edge of the city
Memories of Lafayette
limits. It is still used for areceiving antenna for our RPU systems, and the local
Dear RW,
Dear RW,
newspaper has atwo-way/pager on it.
I'm abroadcast engineer and newsman
We naturally still have to keep it painted
Igreatly enjoyed Al Peterson's article,
who gets great pleasure out of experi"Lamenting Lafayette," (Dec. 26, 1990). I and lighted. The tower was almost taken
menting with radio techniques on the
too was aLafayette fan and customer for
down ayear and ahalf ago, but the par"ham" bands. As an amateur radio operabout 25 years, beginning in the mid '50s.
ent company decided not to spend the
ator, Ihave found hundreds of colleagues
taking part in vintage AM activity on our As a young experimenter back then, I money at the time. Our lease on our
downtown location is up in five years, and
shortwave, voice-only frequencies.
found Icould get parts there either unOur conversations not only air the war
available or very expensive elsewhere
it is expected that the tower will be taken
down by then. In fact, if anyone wants it,
(e.g., miniature audio transformers, etc.).
stories of broadcasting, but also revive the
Istill have several pieces of the equipwe will give it to them, as long as they take
old story-telling feeling that used to be a
ment: LT-80 FM tuner (vacuum state),
it down!
vital part of family radio listening around
We believe that the AM has used it since
which Iacquired new in 1960 and which
the old console during the "golden age"
Iam listening to as Iwrite this (in use 40
it was erected, using other antennas beof radio.
fore that. (We went on the air in 1922.) Our
hours per week for the past 13 years and
RW gets mentioned more than afew
still has all but one of the original tubes);
FM, WNCE, which went on the air in
times, since our impression is that you also
1944, apparently also used it as its first
another, later model FMT (solid state,
have adeep appreciation of the warm, intower site, and the local TV station,
viting nature of AM. With that in mind I early 70s); bulk eraser; and Ipurchased
my Marantz 10B from them in 1967 beWGAL-TV8, also used it as its first tower
am prompted to ask for some support.
site. Around that time the pole was
Many commercial stations are getting cause they gave me the best deal.
As you may be aware, they were abadded. In fact, they signed on using
ride of 1960s and 1970s equipment as a
Channel 4, and two bays of the Channel
sorbed by Circuit City in the late '70s and
part of upgrade projects. And while this
the last store with the Lafayette name was 4antenna are still pole-mounted up there
gear might be obsolete at abroadcast sta(The local newspaper owned everything
closed within the past three or four years.
tion, those monoband AM processors,
back then.)
End of an era!
monaural mixers and older microphones
Robert James Turner
Iguess that there really aren't many of
remain great for out application!
these around anymore. They will probaHopewell, Va.
The "ham" radio specialty we enjoy inbly be extinct soon!
cludes building and restoring AM equipRooftop towers revisited
Edd Monslde
ment, including a "broadcast quality" auWLPA-AM/WNCE-FM
dio chain to fully convey our voices. It
Lancaster, Pa.
makes for great listening, and answers a Dear RW,
Just read your artide about the KIST
need some of us have to "run our own statower ("Kissing KIST's Tower Goodbye,"
tion" free of the sort of limitations we face
Jan. 9, 1991). We here at WLPA still have
at work.
a rooftop tower smack in the center of
I'd like to hear from other broadcast enInformation on Alpha Products in
downtown Lancaster, although it is not
gineers who might have some equipment
the Jan. 23, 1991 Buyers Guide
used for the AM now.
of an interest in joining us.
should have been listed as follows:
The best we can determine, the Blau
Paul S. Courson
Contact Bob Maffei at 203-656-1806;
WA3VJB
Knox tower went up in the late 1930s. It is
FAX: 203-656-0756; or circle Reader
218 feet tall, on top of a103 foot building,
West Friendship, Md.
Service 121.
for atotal of 321 feet above ground. The
top 30 to 40 feet is apole. It is afour-sided
Editor's note: Broadcasters who might be in-

Clarification
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OUR CUSTOMERS LOVE OUR AUDISK
• PC Based STEREO Digital Audio
• Over 6 Days Walkaway Time
• Satellite Network Automation
• Free-standing Live- assist
• Complete Production System
• Control Profits, Expenses and Format
• User's List with Rave Reviews
DIGITAL
ThTL
14/01.
". f41

OUR
CUSTOMERS
LOVE OUR
PEOPLE

Mr. Tom lihr/e
National Sales efil
B'arri s Alli ed
nager
Póst Office BoxBro
1487
adcast Sales
Richmond, Indiana 47375
Dear

December 5, 1990

TOM;

Jim hauptstueck and Tim Eistro just completed installation
of an Audisk 8ystem at keit-iM. All of us are z_ry imPressed
with the ease of operation, flexibility and "
frijkaiiness" of
the Audisk system.
I was particularly impressed with the
professionalism and know/edge of Jim and Tim.
They worked very
with al/ of our staff.,_ and put them at ease regarding
operation of the system.
Their technical expertise made installation
quick
and easy.
Jim and Tim are excellent representatives
of
superb
customer
service.
for hàrris Allied Broadcast Sales, and we appreciate their kind

cPx:dmp
Charles P
General hànager

DON'TCHA
JUST LOVE IT!?!

ox

The best product of its type
installed by the best people
in the business!

OPEN 12 HOURS
A DAY TO SERVE
YOU BETTER!

L. Erzabethtown KY
4

2701

HARRIS
ALLIED
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

With expanded staff and services . . our lead keeps on growing!

800-622-0022
FAX 317-962-8961

HARRIS ALLIED

/

STUDIO EQUIPMENT •

HARRIS RF PRODUCTS •

SATELLITE GEAR •

TURNKEY SYSTEMS

IN CANADA 800-268-6817
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"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 9.

"Send me literature." Circle 60.
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proval, Rau commented.
In addition to endorsement of Eureka
147 and seeking to make it a technical
standard for DAB, the Radio Board
unaninously adopted aplan for apartif AMs and other FMs were given DAB
nership with Eureka that would involve
allocations.
"owning the technology."
Sconnix Broadcasting's Randy
The so-called "licensor" arrangement
Odeneal flew into Naples for the briefcame about with aletter of intent from
ing and read asix-page letter which inthe Eureka 147 partners "offering to encluded technical criticisms ofthe Eureka
ter negotiations that would culminate in
system. The letter called Eureka 147 "a an exclusive relationship between Euclumsy cellular type system which in its
reka and NAB for rights to Eureka techcurrent form has already been overtaken
nology (at least in North America, if not
by developments in digital audio rate
throughout the world)," in the words of
reduction."
John Abel.
But Steve Edwards, engineering direcFinal approval of the Eureka technoltor of Canada's Rogers Broadcasting, was
ogy and review of the licensing agreepresent to answer technical questions
ment with Eureka will be referred to the
about Eureka, which was tested on-air Executive Committee, according to an
in four Canadian cities this summer.
NAB statement. Any resulting contract
Edwards told Odeneal that "not one"
with Eureka will be referred to the NAB
of his technical criticisms of Eureka was
Board for approval.
factually correct, going on to dispel the
remaining technical fears of most of
those who cared to comment on the exchange after the meeting concluded.

Radio Board Embraces Eureka
(continued from page 1)

"proposals to keep the industry unchanged are simply not realistic."
Two other DAB alternatives that the
Task Force had rejected were to prevent
or prolong DAB development and implementation, or to do nothing and let
it develop on its own.
Spectrum study
Rau summarized the results of the
Task Force's spectrum study, which
showed that 57 MHz of spectrum would
be needed to accommodate all existing
AM and FM stations under athree-class
tiered system with "specially related
mileage separations."
That result assumed station clusters,
or "pods" that are 1.5 MHz wide and
carry six program channels each, and a
service definition of 90 percent coverage
with only a 10 percent likelihood of
interference—better than the current FM
50,50 curves. Stated benefits of Eureka
147 technology, such as CD-quality audio and multipath elimination, were also
assumed in the study.
Rau noted that the 57 MHz the study
concluded for terrestrial Eureka is less

than the 60-70 MHz sought by satellite
systems and also that when existing stations are further sub-divided into four
classes, the spectrum needs increase.
He emphasized that the three classes
chosen must be "specially related to each
other" (integrally in multiples) or else
"the spectrum needs to increase exponentially." He also noted that with
uniform coverage from all stations (no
classes of stations), the spectrum needs
were greater, with 75 MHz needed to accommodate existing AMs and FMs.

Caucus opposition
Just prior to the Saturday briefing, a
flurry of letters and phone calls were
generated by members of the Radio
Operators Caucus, an informal group of
about 50 radio owners which has filed
joint comments on DAB NOIs.
Opposition centered on fears that the
NAB would too quickly attach itself to
Eureka 147 technology when other sysPros and cons
tems have been proposed but not evaluAdditional discussion of the pros and
ated.
cons of Eureka 147 and other systems
A second important point of contenwas presented by Rau in his technical
tion came from stations—FM, mostly—
analysis in the briefing.
concerned about increased competition
For the in-band compatible systems
which have been proposed, Rau noted
that while they are easy and inexpensive
to implement in theory none have undergone actual testing.
But he added his voice to other NAB
The firm has contacted Shannondale
staff and Board members who oppose
Wireless, which operates MDS stations
in-band FM-compatible systems because
WHT629 on MDS Channel 1 (2150 to 2156
they do not accommodate AM stations.
MHz) and WLK242 on Channel 2A (2156
Rau conceded that Eureka 147 would
MHz to 2160 MHz), 46 miles west of
mean additional spectrum requirements
Washington, D.C. in the Martinsburg and
and that it may increase competition beCharles Town, West Virginia vicinities.
tween AM and FM stations.
"Testing at 2100 MHz in addition to
Exclusive arrangement
UHF should aid in establishing apractical upper frequency limit for DAB,"
He also cautioned that NAB should
Strother said of the firm's now-changed
not make the same mistake with DAB
DAB testing agenda.
that it did with AM stereo. "We abdiThe FCC is still considering the
cated responsibility for choosing our
Strother filings and the opposing comown AM stereo future," in not supportments of MSTV and WETA.
ing astandard and then seeking FCC ap-

Test Plan Defended
(continued from page 3)
countered MSTV's argument that IF beat
interference could result in both proposed test areas, arguing that IF beat is
not aproblem with ERP levels as low as
Strother proposes.
With regard to Strother's latest amendment to its test filing, the firm has contacted the Aerospace and Flight Test Radio Coordinating Council (AFTRCC) for
possible testing in the 1435-1530 MHz
band.
The MDS band testing depends on
permission by stations on those frequencies, Strother noted.

Aatett-Aaletî
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DCC CD Recorders
Unveiled at Show
by John Gatski

Power Up.

24 Hours.

Our 24 hour
service hotline
number is
609-728-2020.

With our FMQ
3.5/5/10 kW or 20/30 kW
.. _ . FM transmitters, you
—::
can upgrade power in
,
the field.

i
ll

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on 0E1
New Relialles" FM transmitters
from llçw to 30 kw.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

No Extras.

Less is More.

We never charge you extra
for single phase power. Not
on our FMQ 10000 or our
FMQ 20000B—not even on
our 30 k FM0 30000B.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

All of QEI's FM
transmitters have
no plate blockers
or sliding contacts.

,...;

_
:=
—

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on 0E1
—
"New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

The Longest.

Free.

Our FREE spares kits
,
nclude every solid
state component of the
transmitter, exciter
and remote control.
Oall us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0'.11 " New Reliables" FM
transmitteTs from 1kw to 30 kw.

Single Phase 30 kW.
Our new FMQ
30000B is the only
30 kW transmitter
available with
asingle phase
power supply.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for
all the facts on 0E1 " New Reliables"
7M transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.
.

Our PA tube

warranty is the
longest in the
business —
15,000 hours.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 "
New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Built-in Backup.

OEI's constant 50 Ohm
interstage impedance
lets you bypass the IPA
. ' or PA in the unlikely
event of aproblem.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on QEI " New Reliables" FM
transmiters from 1kw to 30 kw.

QEI COR 'ORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BO (D • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
TEL (800) 334-9154 • ( 609) 728-2020 • FAX (609) 629-1751
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LAS VEGAS Although tinged by recession this year, the 1991 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show ( CES) was immersed
in new digital products, including the introduction of the much-anticipated
Philips Digital Compact Cassette ( DCC).
Show-goers also got a glimpse and
demonstration of Kenwood's and Pioneer's write-once consumer and professional CD recorders.
Despite recent copyright controversy,
DAT seemed to be everywhere, from car
stereo units to professional portable
recorders to DAT still picture recorders.
DCC, however, garnered much of the
audio attention. This new format will
play both the newly developed Philips
DCC and standard analog cassettes. It
has been touted as the replacement for
the standard analog cassette.
In an audio session, Philips DCC
spokesman Gerry Wirtz said DAT was
built by engineers based on professional
needs and the format is likely to stay expensive, despite what DAT manufacturers such as Sony have said.
Wirtz said DCC is considered a
replacement for the analog cassette because it remains compatible with it,
while providing digital capability.
DCC pulse coding scheme
Philips developed an entirely new
pulse coding scheme for DCC. The
scheme requires only four bits to equal
16-bit CD or DAT sound quality, according to Philips.
The process is called Precision Adaptive Pulse Coding (PASC) and takes into
account how the ear hears certain
sounds, rather than just reproducing the
sound as it was recorded.
DCC continues to use linear track

DIGITAL DJTM
The first programmable low-cost
Digital Audio hard disk system for
broadcasters
:1 Scrap Your Cart Machine
Retire Your Carouselsrm
Bury Your SuperSwitchrm & Spot Reels

Digital DJ replaces all your old audio
Cart sources with high quality digital
audio from acomputer hard disk.
Complete Satellite Systems
From $260.00/Mo.
Multi-day Satellite programming is a
snap. Full ID, liner rotation and live
assist options. Easy operation.
Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on
the screen including live rotating tags
& copy, news and lists.
Traffic & Billing Systems
New Low Prices:

New

Original

EZ Log:
Simple Log:
Super Log:

$ 695.00 $ 995.00
1,495.00 1,995.00
2,495.00 2,995.00

All Traffic systems interface to Digital DJ
Call for 60 page brochure—Our 11th Year
900 + Stations

The Management
1-800-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, TX 76136
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recording, which enables the tapes to be
cheaply pre-recorded at high speed. DAT
cannot be duplicated as fast, Wirtz
pointed out.
DCC tape length will be limited to 60
minutes, and the tapes cannot be turned

Philips spokesman Gerry Wirtz discusses the
new Digital Compact Cassette at CES.
over. They will instead be auto-reversed
to get to the unused half of the tape.
Wirtz said DCC was not eyed as a
professional recording medium and little research was done to ascertain its
multigenerational dub capability.
He noted, however, that the DCC
recorders will be equipped with the
company's Serial Copy Management
System (SCMS), developed for DAT, that
limits the number of tape-to-tape dubs.
The technology was proposed and accepted last year by DAT manufacturers
to try and alleviate copyright groups'
fears about digital tape piracy.
High-end prices
Although Philips was sketchy on
DCC's predicted retail prices, Wirtz said
they initially will be similar to high-end
analog recorder/player prices for home,
portable and auto models.
Tandy also had aPhilips-based DCC
prototype at the show, and other audio
companies are reportedly interested in
DCC as well. Some speculation exists,
however, that DAT manufacturers may
not be keen on the new product.
Some audio press observers who
heard DCC demonstrations were impressed with its fidelity and said they
could not tell the difference between
similar musical pieces played on DCC
and CD. (Philips said its private demo
schedule was too busy to allow RW to
audition the product).
Others said they were cautious about
what they heard because the listening
tests were done under test condititons
orchestrated by Philips.
One audio expert said more will be
known about DCC's sound quality when
it can be evaluated in amore neutral environment.
CD recording at home?
CD recorders garnered almost as much
attention as DCC, but their role in the
market remains unclear, based on company comments.
Both Kenwood and Pioneer had write
once-CD recorder prototypes at the
show. Kenwood had two units at the
show. The $38,000, three-piece professional unit is being marked to overseas
professionals and is expected to be
(continued on page 10)
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NRSC Forms DAB Study Group
the meeting reportedly voiced their Effect, he said.
The Blaupunkt representative also
opinion about whether apush toward
read aletter stating that Swedish Radio
selection
of
a
DAB
system
is
moving
too
Dominates CES Session
fast.
Although KW and other trade press
by John Gatski
have been barred from attending NRSC
meetings since 1989, accounts of the Jan.
LAS VEGAS The National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) has created a 11 NRSC meeting revealed questions
about the European consortium's Eureka
DAB study group to gather technical in147 DAB system and other digital sysformation on proposed DAB systems
tems.
and related technologies, such as specA Blaupunkt representative reportedly
trum compression.
said that Eureka broadcasting tests in
The action was taken at the Winter
1989 revealed that auto receivers had a
Consumer Electronics Show here Jan.
difficult time receiving digital broadcasts
11.
had issued an opinion last summer statwhen the vehicle exceeded 60 mph on
The study group was formed, in part,
ing that four DAB compression
the
Autobahn
highway
in
Germany.
The
to address concerns about the technical
systems—including MUSICAM and
problem
was
attributed
to
the
Doppler
feasibility of DAB. Also, some attending
ASPEC and two Japanese systems—were
not suitable for broadcast use at that
time, meeting observers noted.
As a result of these and other DAB
technical questions, the NRSC decided
to form the study group, which will be
informational only, according to NAB
that
attracted
Europe
to
the
technology.
by John Gotski
Staff Engineer Stan Salek and study
Although the NRSC is accepting
group co-convener Al Resnick, who is
proposals
from
anyone,
the
RBDS
subLAS VEGAS The National Radio Sysengineering director for ABC Radio.
group has only the European (RDS) vertems Committee (NRSC) has begun to
The other co-convener is consultant
sion for consideration currently, accordaccept standard proposals for an autoBart
Locanthi, who has been conducting
ing
to
NAB
Staff
Engineer
Stan
Salek.
matic format selection system for U.S. raindependent evaluations of perceptual
"We
are
not
aware
of
any
other
systems
dio, and the most likely candidate is the
encoding techniques of several DAB sysEuropean-developed Radio Data System being developed, but you have to make
tems.
the good faith effort to do this (adoption
(RDS).
National Public Radio (NPR) Senior
process),"
Salek
said.
The NRSC Radio Broadcast Data SysEngineer Mike Starling said the study
Because
there
is
only
one
system,
the
tems (RBDS) subcommittee will accept
adoption process could be short, he
proposals until Feb. 28, according to the
added.
NRSC. The group made its decision at
In other NRSC action, it was anthe NRSC meeting here during the Winnounced that consultant John Bisset will
ter Consumer Electronics Show.
conduct the NRSC-approved FM reThe RDS service is being promoted
ceiver tests to assess whether processing
as means for car radios to automatiaffects receiver performance. Bisset has
cally select desired formats, display
messages and station call letters, and been allocated up to $5,000 to conduct
the tests and is scheduled to complete
possibly allow for a new emergency
them by late March.
alert system.
A report on his findings is likely durThe digital subcarrier-based RDS also
ing the NAB spring show in Las Vegas,
could be used to alert adriver or home
Salek added.
listener of atraffic alert, amajor feature

DAB Technical Concern

group's formation will enable the NRSC
to study "legitimate issues that need further exploration!'

The study group's formation will enable
the NRSC to study "legitimate issues that
need further exploration."
NPR Senior Engineer
Mike Starling

RDS Bidding Open

Although some doubt may have been
raised about DAB at the NRSC meeting,
Resnick said some of the questions about
Eureka and other DAB systems need to
be put into perspective.
For example, he noted, any Doppler
Effect problems mentioned by the
Blaupunkt spokesman "rest inside the
receiver" and not on the transmission
end.
As for the Swedish Radio letter that
questions the viability of current DAB
systems, Resnick said other parties have
tested the systems, such as Canada, and
believe they work well.
There is afeeling by some engineers
that Eureka is emerging as the odds-on
favorite before it can be evaluated
thoroughly, according to some meeting
participants.

If these two agree,

Satellite Quality Audio..
COMREX, the leader in remote audio broadcast transmission via standard
telepione lines, now sets the pace with satellite-quality audio transmission
using standard dial phones or digital circuits. Since 1961, Comrex has
been consistently delivering the most reliable equipment and personalized
response to broadcasters world-wide.
COMEX gives you achoice of options:
1, 2or 3line frequency extenders with up to 8KHz
bandwidth on dial telephone service
Digital Audio Codec systems for ISDN
Plus . . . afull range of telephone interface products
including couplers, hybrids and portable mixers
Performance so good, we invite you to try it before you buy
it. Hear the difference for yourself.

ay Telephone.
1 114 111ili »WY
%1WM.i1.11LMA
Specialists in Remote Broadcast Audio Transmission
Comrex Ltd.
75 The Grove, Ealing, London, W5 5LL, UK
081-579-2743 / FAX: 081-840-0018

Comrex Corporation
65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA
(508) 263-1800 / FAX: (508) 635-0401
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we must be on to something.
It's aconstant battle: technology
versus the budget. The Engineer wants
equipment to provide better control.
The General Manager wants equipment
that produces abetter bottom line.
Now there's asystem that does
both. The new Digital Commercial
System ( DCS) from Computer
Concepts.
General Managers love it because
it produces CD-quality sound while
cutting operating costs. Engineers like
the way its hard disk storage and supersophisticated software increase their
technical capabilities and reduce their
workload.
Both like
DCS' flexibility

— standard mono OR stereo recording
on aper-cut basis, user- selectable
sample rates and software configurable
operating modes — which makes your
investment today completely compatible with operational changes in the
future. No need to go through expensive retrofitting or hardware upgrades.
Best of all, station personnel can
start turning out productive work with
the system quickly.
No wonder we're the leader in the
digital commercial revolution. But
don't take our word for it. Ask our
customers. Write or FAX for customer
references and
for our FREE
demo disk.

FREE DEMO
DISK'

convect CaflCP"
coRPoenc
8375 Melrose Dnve,1_£nexa.1(5 66214 FAX. 913-541-0169

Represented in Australasia by Techtel Pty, Ltd. and in Europe by Audio Design.
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feature which provides a 30- or 60second segment of the disc to record
onto.
In Pioneer's booth, listeners could
hear playback of music recorded onto
the write-once disc from a vinyl alby Judith Gross
bum, but no actual recording was
demonstrated.
LAS VEGAS Two companies showed
A Kenwood spokesman said the
up at the Winter Consumer Electronics
recordable CD has generated alot of inShow (CES) here with versions of their
terest from radio stations but also will be
recordable, write-once compact disc
targeted
to the consumer market. Kenhardware, but neither one was quite
wood expects to begin shipping its comready for market.
ponent CD recorder in about two
Kenwood showed two prototypes of a
months.
CD recorder it plans to market for
Pioneer had no specific marketing
professional and, eventually, consumer
Kenwood's12-13 CD recorder prototype may ce targeted for the professional and consume( markets.
plans or target date for its CD recorder,
use. One version consisted of adigital
but company literature shows that the
converter, an encoder which writes on
consumer market is firmly in its future
porary
table
of
contents
information
machine
would
run
about
$38,000
with
the CD and a playback unit, all conplans.
onto the disc with each segment the all-in-one unit coming in under
trolled by aPC.
Denon, meanwhile, anticipated havthat.
recorded. At that stage, the disc can
The second prototype, dubbed projing its CD recorder at the NAB show to
ect LZ-13, put all components into a only be played in the special recDo they work?
be held here in April.
ord/play machine each of the three
compact unit. Until software configuFor more information on the CD
At the Kenwood booth, curious visicompanies has developed.
rations are complete, however, the alltors were invited to record asegment on recorders, contact Denon at 201-575-7810,
Once the user decides the disc is comin-one unit will not be manufactured
Pioneer at 213-835-6177 and Kenwood at
aCD and hear it played back, with good
plete, apermanent table of contents is
or marketed.
results. Kenwood has also included a 213-639-9000.
recorded and the disc can be played in
The second company which showed
any CD playback unit.
an "industrial prototype" write-once CD
The discs run about 63 minutes curunit was Pioneer. Denon, which had unrently, but are expected to be produced
veiled awrite-once CD device at asmall
soon in 74-minute versions. Kenwood
trade show in Canada, did not bring its
and Denon have both priced the discs at
unit to the CES.
perimental stage in Europe, Canada and
(continued from page 8)
around $40, but a Pioneer spokesman
to alesser extent in the U.S., but high
shipped to American professionals by
said the gold-coated discs used for its
Similar techniques
early spring. The LZ-13 is an unpriced,
expectations have been generated about
write-once process cost "about $1.0 to
Like the Denon write-once CD, the Pione-piece unit that may be targeted toits potential.
$15."
oneer and Kenwood units use a disc
ward consumers and/or professionals
During one session, NAB Executive
The cost of the hardware is uncerwith a special metal coating for the
VP of Operations John Abel said DAB
(see accompanying story).
tain at this early stage of development.
recording process. A laser bums bumps,
will have apositive impact on consumer
Despite numerous DAT products at
Denon has quoted a $30,000 price tag
or "pits" onto the disc which become the
audio as well as the professional
CES, there is still an uncertainty about
for its CD recorder, while Kenwood said
digital audio information.
manufacturing sector because of the
the controversial product, which may be
the cost of its component, PC-controlled
The record unit also places a ternneed for receivers.
hindered even more by DCC's introducAbel said DAB could become reality in
tion. The subject was discussed extenthe U.S. by the mid-to-late 1990s and to
sively during CES sessions.
succeed, it must be terrestrially based,
During adigital outlook session, conaccommodating current AM and FM
gressional aids said SCMS requirement
legislation is unlikely to be acted upon broadcasters.
NAB will be hosting ademonstration
because of the recently filed music pubof the Europe-developed Eureka 147
lishers' suit against Sony. The elecDAB system at its spring convention here
tronics giant imported the first SCMSequipped DAT recorders into the U.S.
in April. Although Abel said the demonstration is not an endorsement of Eulast summer.
Congressional staffers also noted that reka, he emphasized that it is further
along in development than other sysCongress is not inclined to take up imtems.
position of aroyalty tax on blank DAT
Receiver manufacturer representatives
tapes, despite pressure to do so while
were in attendance at the DAB sessions,
the Sony suit is pending.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) be- but so far they have little to report on
came awidely discussed topic at several DAB receiver design because it is so early
in the process.
CES sessions. DAB is still in an exHarris HT Series FM Transmitters From 3.5-35 kW.

Recordable CDs Demonstrated

New Products at CES

HT Series transmitters are engineered to give you high efficiency and
unsurpassed performance. HT FM transmitters have proven their reliability and exceptional lightning survival capabilities in installations around
the world. Here's why HT Series transmitters are the choice of demanding
broadcasters:
•55 Watt THE- 1FM Exciter with
ultra-linear VCO operates at final
carrier frequency with inaudible
noise and distortion
•Quarter-wave cavity offers twice
the bandwidth of folded half-wave
designs to pass more of the FM signal without distortion
•Low velocity, high-efficiency direct
drive cooling system
to Modular solid-state IPA and conservatively operated final tetrode PA

•High overall efficiency lowers AC
power bills
•Broadband solid state RF driver uses
FETs for highest reliability
•Solid state controller with automatic
RF power control, proportional
VSWR foklback, auto-restart
•Optoisolated remote control/status
interface, fully transient protected
•Exclusive FLEXPatchTM design allows
easy bypassing of low-level stages to
keep you on the air during emergencies

Call Harris Allied today at 800-622-0022 for more information on rugged, reliable, efficient HT Series FM transmitters.
Also available: 100% solid state 250 W, 500 W and 1kW HT Series transmitters.
Harris Allied Broadcast Equipment
HARRI=11%
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Radio RF Sales • P.O Box 4290
Quincy, IL LISA 62305-4290
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West 100 North

West Bountiful, Utah 84010
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801-298-8515

Equipment Repair and Calibration
We service most Alti/FlIfi broadcast monitors, remote
control systems, exciters, STL's, TSL's RPU's, Etc.

Give Us A Call
Check Our Rates
STL Loaner Program
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Now you can get Studer quality at prices well below that of the competition. All Studer
Professional products including the famous A807 range are now available directly from
Studer at savings of up to 30%. Never before have Studer products been so affordable.
Don't compromise. Buy directly from Studer at prices that won't blow your budget.

A807
A730
A727

2-Track with Overbridge
Normal Speed 3314, 71/2, 15 ips.

P

Simply
rofessional
the most versatile CD
Tabletop
player for production
CD and
Player
studio use. 2
$

Profess
ional
The fully professional radio station

tonCApi"

1

CD player.

995
9

A730 CD Player

A729

$1 995
A721 ProfessionnealRackmount Cassette Deck
9,
5
Professional FM Monitor Tuner
9,
5
A764
Professional Studio Power Amplifier $ 9
,
5
-A68
,
5
6
Profession& Broadcast Monitor $ 7
270
Multi CD System Controller

Programs and controls multiple CD players from remote foutions.

oniy

fully professional cassette deck.

For off air monitoring and remote re-broadcasting.
(Includes MPX output and RS 232 Remote Control pon.)

A764 FM Monitor Tuner
with/MPX output

Superioi Snider sound at 2x100 watts RMS.

Ahighly accurate 3-way monitor designed for the digital audio era.

'High Speed, Raclunount, & TC vrnions slightly higher. Floor console not induded.

MasterCard and VISA Accepted.

For Ordering & Sales Information Only

8001476m 3833
Fax: 615-256-7619
STUDER
REVOX
_
Studer Revox America, Inc.. 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/2545651
New York 212/255-4462 • Los Angeles 818/780-4234
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The New Dynama 0 CTR90 Series
Sounds as good as CD on the air

W

ith a -81 dB signal to noise ratio, the new
Dynamax CTR90 Series is the best piece of equipment that we have ever built. And, we're convinced,
the best cartridge machine ever built. What's more,
the CTR90 Series outperforms other elements of
the broadcast chain, including typical STLs, exciters, transmitters, and even the best audiophile
quality receivers.
In addition to Dolby HX ProTM Headroom Extension and DNR® Dynamic Noise Reduction, the
CTR90 Series provides many useful features including Extended Scale VU/PPM Metering, aReal
Time Minutes & Seconds Timer, Active Balanced

Inputs & Outputs, andl both XLR and "D" type
Input/Output Connectors. All models are ruggedly
constructed to Dynamax standards, with toroidal
transformer based powering, constant current solenoid drive,DC/PLL motor control, and an improved
high stability Head Bridge with noninteractive
adjustments.
And, believe it or not, the new and fully loaded
Dynamax CTR90 Series is about the same price as
our CTR10 Series, the most widely accepted cartridge machine worldwide for the past 4years. So,
if you want top value, and cartridge performance
comparable to CD, try the Dynamax CTR90.

Call your Dynamax Dealer or Fidelipac for acomplete CTR90 Series brochure.

Fidelipac Corporation E P.O. Box 808 D Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. Il TEL 609-235-3900 III FAX 609-235-7779 D TELEX 710-897-0245
CTR90 Series Signal to Noise Ratio
-81 dB, "A" Weighted, referenced to 250 nWb1m, with DNR active. -70 dB, "A" Weighted, referenced to 250 niVb1m, with DNR inactive.
Dolby HX Pro Headroom Extension originated by Bang & Olufsen and manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
DNR is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation under U.S. Patents 3,678,416 and 3,753,159.
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Four FM Translators in Action
by Howard L. Enstrom
MOUNT DORA, Fla. In this month's
installment of Low Power Lowdown, we'll
look at examples of conforming translator systems located east of the Mississippi River.
Each example will show bottom line
cost per square mile of coverage, assuming flat terrain, antenna HAAT as center of radiation, circular polarization and
no interference protection. Costs are for
basic components using TTC translators
and amplifiers, Cablewave antennas,
and an Andrew Heliax transmission
line.
Non-metric references
Receive antenna, line and incidentals
such as connectors, surge protectors,
miscellaneous hardware and installation
costs are excluded. Predicted contour
distances are the same as for vertical or
horizontal polarization, where translator
power output would be half that shown
for circularly polarized antennas. Coverage contours are predicted, from F(50,50)
curves; 60 dBu=1.0 mV/m ( 1,000 µV/m),
and 34 dBu=50 µV/m. We'll use nonmetric references.
Example #1: The antenna is an ECFM2 two-bay omnidirectional ( Gain — 0.46
dBd, power gain G 0.90) mounted at 150
feet. We need an ERP of 100 W to put the
1,000 µV/m contour at the legal limit of
4.35 miles from site, so the antenna must
be driven with 223 W.
With 175 feet of 1/2-inch line, 76 percent efficient, line input is 294 W, using
an XL1OFM translator and XL300A-FM
amplifier. The 1,000 µV/m signal contour
at 4.35 miles encompasses an area of 59
square miles. The 50 µV/m contour at 19
miles encompasses an area of 1,134
square miles. With equipment costs at
$13,000, the 50 µVim coverage area costs
$11.46 per square mile.
Example #2: What happens when we

covering an area of 43 square miles. Distance to the 34 p.V/m contour is 16.8 miles,
for an area of 887 square miles. The equipment cost is $9,600, so cost per square mile
is $10.82.
W of power from the equipment.
There could, of course, be an endless
Instead of using the more expensive
number of illustrations using combinatranslator and 300 W amplifier, we'll use
tions of equipment and antenna heights
7/8-inch line for 86 percent efficiency,
to show cost-effect figures. But these four
and a straight 100 W translator. While
examples show how that factor can vary.
Example 2 appears to be the best, at
$10.82 per square mile of coverage. Perhaps, the differences are due, in part, to
cost of equipment not operating at rated
output.
There is another cost the four illustrarunning at rated output puts only 86 W
tions do not account for: fixed operating
at antenna input, and the ER!' is but 84
costs in connection with leased tower
W, let's see what it will do. After all,
space. This cost usually is proportional
higher power does render diminishing
to height and the amount of vertical footreturns.
age used.
The 1,000 µV/m contour is 4.1 miles
System planners also need to consider
from site, encompassing an area of 53
the possibility of increased repair costs
square miles. The 50 µV/m contour is 18.2
of higher, more complex antenna arrays,
miles from site; the area is 1,040 square
especially in regions where harsh
miles. Equipment cost is $14,270, so for
weather conditions may cause ice, wind
the 50 µVim contour area, cost per square
and lightning damage. Over the years,
mile is $13.72.
after seeing the pitted hardware at set
screw points on highest antennas, I'd
Mounted at 300 feet
rather let someone else furnish the topExample #3: Back to an ECFM-2, two
most antenna to serve as a lightning
antenna bays, but mounted at 300 feet.
shield.
We use adual 10 W translator with outVery high antennas have longer transputs combined. With 20 W into a325mission lines, and power losses can run
foot 7/8-inch line with an efficiency of 76
high. The only way to cut such losses is
power into the antenna is 15.2 W, so the
to spend the money for more efficient,
ER!' is 6.84 W. The 1,000 µV/m contour
but more expensive line. With the FCC
is 3.1 miles from site, encompassing an
allowing up to 250 W ERP, depending on
area of 30 square miles.
terrain conditions and service objectives,
The 50 µV/m contour is 14.1 miles,
best cost efficiency may suggest lower
for an area of 625 square miles. With
antennas, provided that reasonable lineequipment cost of $8,135, coverage
of-sight prevails.
within the 50 µV/m contour is 13.01 per
Of course, height can be a factor in
square mile.
causing interference to protected conExample #4: Let's add two more bays to
tours of other services, which is why
make up an ECFM-4 with four antenna
directional antennas are so useful. If
bays. At 300 feet, with the same equipcaused interference is aconsideration for
ment and line, the ER!' increases to 14.82
directional radiation, obviously the site
W The 1,000 µVim contour is 3.7 miles out,

use an ECFM-4 four-bay antenna? Antenna gain now is 2.90 dBd, power gain
1.95, and we want 102 W at antenna input. Using the same line, we need 132

POWER
LOWDOWN

location is very important. We would
want apattern null toward the protected
service, not toward the area of service.
As ageneral rule, the best sites are centrally located within the population density to be served.
Next month, we'll examine systems
west of the Mississippi River, upon
which the FCC unfairly drew a magic
marker to divide anation's FM translator service.
Howard Enstrom is president of FM Technology Associates Inc. He can be reached at
904-383-3682; or by FAX: 904-383-4077.

Compare
Audio
Switchers

Compare 360 Systems' AM- 16
switchers to the high-priced alternatives.
You'll find excellent audio quality, a
powerful feature set, and aprice that
won't overpower your budget.

CIO
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The AM-16/B is acomplete 16 x16 audio
routing system designed specifically for
small to medium-sized applications. Features include electronically balanced
inputs with adjustable gain, non-volatile
storage of crosspoint connections, abidirectional EIA-485 serial interface, and a
redundant power supply with low-hum
toroidal magnetics. Compare audio quality too, and you'll find specs like a
bandwidth of DC to 50K1-1z, THD + N
below . 005%, an SNR of 105dB, and
crosstalk of — 99dB!

World proven. And improved.
irst, there was the
4
!.
original TEX 20 FM
exciter from BEXT. It
was bulletproof. It was
priced right. It found its way into over two
thousand FM stations around the world.
Owners raved.
OMIT

Next, this popular exciter was redesigned.
Front panel frequency selection, aBEXT
advantage, is now accomplished in 10 kHz
increments. Custom phase locking is provided
for compatibility with external references. The
TEX 20's internal layout is now completely
modular, so testing and service are accomplished
easily and quickly. The capacity to run on 24
volt DC is added. Main operating parameters
are brought out to the back panel for remote
control, including remote raising and lowering
of output power. Specifications are enhanced.

Now, stations have
•
found the TEX 20 " flaw'
1
.
less" and " perfect in
every way" ( we're not
making this up). Nearly three thousand are in
the field, in most cases with BEXT amplifiers
at the output. More and more FM's are finding
that they don't need to spend more to get
more reliability, features, or performance
from their transmitters.
The TEX 20 is aphase locked loop exciter
with continuously variable output power from
2W to 20W - other BEXT exciters produce up
to 80W. Our FM amplifiers are available from
100W to 30,000W ( the solid state, broadband, 250W and 500W are our most popular).
Delivery is prompt, direct from our San Diego
offices.
Call BEXT today for more details on our wide
range of products.

The BEXT 24- hour service hotline: 619-448-2651

AM-16/R Remote Control Panels provide
multi- station remote capability with
source/destination lock-out.
AM-16/CR Circuit
Card Remote kits
make it easy to
construct custom
remote panels.
•

AM-16/E Expanders add parallel channels, for creating stereo and multi-level
systems.
Patch-It - Software allows fast
on-screen control of crosspoint
connections from aMacintosh
computer.
Call or write to 360 Systems today for a
technical brochure, and discover just how
affordable excellent quality can be.
18740 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356
Phone (818) 342-3127 • Fax (818) 342-4372

739 5th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
MADE IN USA
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Auditronics' new 210 may look like more of the same, but...
Our new 210 radio console looks remarkably similar to our 12-year- industryleading 200 radio console...until you look
beneath the surface. Inside the 210 you'll
find improvements in every section you
can hear and use. From our new lowernoise input preamplifiers to our new
transformerless output modules. From
our new overbridge and broader acces-

oudittonicj inc.

sory selection to our standard clock/timer
with sequencer capability that you can
slave to your house system.
All- new modules include an upgraded
telephone interface with direct recorder
output that doesn't require an input
module or third bus. All output modules
are identical full-featured stereo so you
can interchange at will, and you'll need
fewer spares.

Manufacturing innovations throughout
the 210 allow us to deliver Auditronics'
quality at aprice you'll find very attractive. In addition, you get our factorydirect warranty service for the first year,
backed by Auditronics' legendary lifetime
technical support.
Your radio console for the 90s is the
Auditronics 210.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350
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Klystrons, Tubes and Downlinks
wave tubes (TWT). As the operating frequency of the transmitter increases, the
wavelength of the radio signal decreases.
The transit time necessary for the electrons to pass from the cathode to the anode becomes significant. Traditional construction of vacuum tubes will not work.
Vacuum tubes operating at these frequenby Ed Montgomery
cies must have very small interelectrode
spacing.
Part XII of XII
Figure 1is an illustration of how aklystron operates. Electrons are advanced off
ANNANDALE, Va. Solid state ampliof the cathode by the anode and then
fiers cannot produce the power output
further advanced to the collector.
that vacuum tubes are capable of. To date,
Similarly to how a cathode ray tube
bipolar and field effect transistors do not
works, focusing magnets around the tube
have the voltage or current necessary to
confine (or "focus") the electron movement
produce the thousands of watts necessary
into abeam as it travels through the tube.
for broadcast service applications.
As the beam travels through the tube, it
Completely solid state transmitters
passes aseries of cavities. The radio sigemploy aseries of lower power transisnal is introduced into acavity resonator,
tor amplifiers that have their outputs
creating afield of energy that will retard
combined together to get the desired
or advance the electron beam velocity.
Ultimately, aseries of pulses are proFigure 1.
duced. As the beam passes through addi12
tional cavities, energy is built up by further
RF
RF
in
out
bunching of the electrons in the beam.
beam
This increases amplification. Figure 1illus1)1+1
trates afour-cavity klystron. The output is
L J
hea er
taken off the final cavity, yielding asignal
collector
gain of 40 dB to 60 dB.
••••
cathode
Figure 2 illustrates a helix travelingcavities
wave-tube. Somewhat similar in design to
Figure 2.
aklystron, the cavity resonators have been
replaced with ahelix or coil of wire surbeam
001
/(-)
rounding the beam. The signal traveling
cathode
the helix moves at avelocity that is slower
heater
than the generated beam. When the RF
signal is applied to the helix, it interacts
collector
with the beam current, slowing it down.
(+)
As the beam slows down, it gives off
RF
RF
energy to the helix, resulting in this sigin
out
nal being made larger. This is abasic principle of induction that is taking place. The
transmitter power. Field effect transistors
traveling wave tube has an operating freare used because their interelectrode caquency between 300 MHz and 50 GHz
pacitance is less than abipolar transistor.
and offers again of 50 dB or greater.
High power amplification of frequencies
The klystron and TWT are used in the
above the VHF band are carried out with
high power amplification necessary for
very special vacuum tubes. Satellite communications, with frequencies above 1 UHF television and uplinks forwarding
the signal to communications satellites
GHz, employ klystrons and traveling

This is the last of a 12-part series called
Amplifier Fundamentals. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.2 continuing education units to registered students
who successfully complete the course and an
examination mailed at its conclusion.

J
I
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MORE RADIO PROS ARE TAPING
To THE NTH DEGREE WITH DIC/IIDAT
The radio world is turning to DIC///DAT, the one DAT best
suited for airplay. Ultra-consistent tape. Ultra-strong shell.
For ultimate performance even faced with the most...
enthusiastic use.
Call toll-free for information

1-800-DAT-1-DIC.

In New Jersey, 201-224-9344

22,500 miles above the equator. The satellite reamplifies the signal and transmits it
back to earth. TWTs or klystrons are used
to perform this on board the spacecraft.
Figure 3.
noise factor dB
.1
.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

temperature K
6.75
35.39
75.09
119.64
169.62

Electrical energy is supplied by batteries
recharged by solar panels.
On the receiving side of satellite communications is the downlink, consisting
of some type of parabolic receiving antenna. The antenna itself is aform of amplification; its size defines the gain it can
produce.
The foci or focus point of the parabola
is where the signal is received. In
general, the larger the parabola, the
greater the antenna's gain or amplification. At this point, alow-noise amplifier
(LNA) is employed to prepare the
received signal for demodulation.
The purpose of this amplifier is to separate the satellite's extremely weak microwave signal from all other forms of radiated energy. The noise of amicrowave system often is expressed in degrees of temperature on the Kelvin scale. This is used
because whenever electrons move in any
substance, noise will be created.

DIGITAL
Audio
Just Got
BETTER!!!
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No noise is therefore established at absolute zero or —276 degrees Celsius. Active devices usually have anoise temperature that is different from the temperature
of the location where they are operating.
Figure 3is an illustration of the relationship between the noise factor in decibels
and the noise temperature.
Low noise amplifiers contain very sensitive devices and normally are sealed by
the manufacturer only to be repaired or
replaced by it or by the organization providing the satellite service. There are few
downlink locations where the proper test
equipment or tools are available to repair
these devices. In most cases, they should
not be tampered with.
Another amplifier that can be used is
an LNB or low noise block converter.
This system amplifies the satellite signal
and converts it to the intermediate frequency of the receiver. Both the LNA
and LNB contain surface mounted active
and passive components, reducing stray
signal radiation when operating at such
high frequencies.
This concludes the Amplifier Fundamentals Course. If you have registered
for the course, Northern Virginia Community College will mail you atest no later
than March 15. Complete the test and return the answer sheet by April 15, 1991.
Certificates of completion will be mailed
to you by June 1, 1991.
Ed Montgomery is an electronics teacher in
the Fairfax County school system. He has
taught broadcast engineering at Northern Virginia Community College and worked as a
broadcast engineer for several radio stations.
He can be reached at 703-971-6881.

DENON
DN 970 FA

Why? The NEW DN-970FA Production CD cart
player for Denon.
Check out these features
• 8 times oversampling rate
• 18 bit D/A conversion
• AES/EBU digital output, interfaces with your
digital workstation
• Van-speed controls speed and pitch +/- 10%
• Improved cueng features provide for frame by
frame audio cueing
• Time synch connections allow for time lock in
critical applications
• EOM connections for studio use
Contact your nearest Northeast sales
office, they have all the details.
NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1961

MAIN OFFICE
P.O. Box 1179
S. Glens Falls, NY 12803
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MID-ATLANTIC
P.O. Box 565
Southhampton, PA 18966

NEW ENGLAND
P.O. Box 406
Auburn, NH 03032

SOUTHWEST
P.O. Box 867717
Plano, TX 75086

Tel: 518-793-2181

Tel: 215-322-2227

Tel: 603-483-1002

Tel: 214-612-2053

FAX: 518-793-7423

FAX: 21 ,-953-0523

FAX: 603-483-2352

FAX: 214-612-2145
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An Effective MA PC Program BBS Notice
by Barry Mishkind
TUSCON, Ariz. This is about one of
those neat little programs that everyone
should have in his or her computer.
The calculation of direction and azimuth (D&A) between two points can be
desirable for any number of reasons. It
may be to file an sn, or RPU application to the FCC, to determine spacing between sites when seeking locate potential transmitter locations, or even to simply determine the angle for an RPU antenna alignment from aremote.
Using such programs has indeed
saved me alot of time and paper calculation. And who really remembers all
that trig anyway?
But the part that always annoyed me
was that each time Iran the program, I'd
have to re-enter the same studio or transmitter coordinates. With my big fingers,
it seemed I'd hit awrong key and slow
matters down even further.
The computer version of D&A takes
the standard distance and azimuth calculations from the Rules and adds a
preset selection of sites to reduce mistakes and repetitive typing.
How it works
The first time you start D&A, you'll be
prompted to enter your station call or
other designation and sets of coordinates
for insertion into the program. Then, as
you run the program, you'll be able to

select the use of any of these sets of coordinates as either the transmit or receive
location.
If you have already entered preset
coordinates, the program comes right up
to the entry screen.
The program automatically dates the
run, and then asks for alabel for the report so you can identify the calculations
easily at alater time.

KEYBOARD
CONNECTION
After you enter the relevant information, the program calculates the distance
in miles and kilometers as well as the angle of transmission, displaying to the
screen. You also have the choice of requesting aprintout of the information
from your printer.
When the station goes out to do aremote, D&A can be called up quickly to
give an angle for the RPU transmitter, so
anyone with a compass can aim it
quickly.
Another use might be to determine the
length of an STL or RPU path, to see
whether you have enough signal to
reach to the receive point.
To get acopy of Q&A for your PC or
MS-DOS computer, all Iask is that you
send adiskette, either 5or 3size and
$5.00 for postage and handling, to 2033

NEED A LOT OF OUTPUTS?

•

e •

•
•
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o •
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S. Augusta Pl., Tucson, AZ 85710. Upon
request, I'd also be happy to include last
year's program, COVPRED (see RW,
Feb. 21, 1990).
Dealing with a taxing season
While it's still almost two months off,
April 15 looms as the yearly deadline for
filing our tax returns with Uncle Sam.
As long as you have your computer
turned on, why not consider letting it do
your taxes for you? Some of the software
packages available are quite good, even
for the complexities caused by acontract
engineer's finances.
Packages available include Parson's
Technology's "Personal Tax Managerim,"
Meca's "Andrew Tobias' TaxCutTm,"
Chipsoft's "Tax CUtTM" and DacEasy's
"Sylvia Porter's Rapid TaxTm." Each
walks you through your return, asking
questions interactively, so you can be
complete and accurate.
In fact, acouple of times, the programs
asked questions that sent me back to my
records to find something, resulting in a
further deduction. Doing your taxes this
way allows you to move slowly and not
worry about the CPAs clock ticking away.
Your state taxes can also be done with
add-ons to these packages. However,
which states are available varies widely.
TaxCut can provide the ten largest states
only; TurboTax offers 44 state programs.
Check carefully before you buy.
Other features naturally vary from
package to package. For instance, if you
are interested in filing your return electronically to get afaster refund, that's
built into Rapid Tax and Personal Tax
Preparer and is available with TaxCut at
extra charge.
Several packages can import data
directly from money manager programs,
like Intuit's "QuickenTM," Meca's
"Managing Your Money," Parson's
"Money CountsTm," and others.
Obviously, the complexity of your return and state tax situation determines
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Electronics

WITH THE ec,mitek AUDIO ACCESSORY SYSTEM
MAS-MF:

10- amplifier mainframe

MAS -PS:

Power supply / back-up power supply

MAS-ADJ:

1- in, 6- out da module with adjustable outputs

MAS-AGC:

1- in, 6- out AGC module

MAS- DA:

1- in, 6- out distribution module

MAS- LA:

1- in, 1- out line amp module

MAS-MKE:

2- channel mike preamp module

MAS-MON:

5- input, 6-watt monitor amp module

ITC Replacement
Audio & Cue Cards

Update

your

ITC

Premium

Series Cart Machines to State-

MAS-OSC:

2- channel, 3- frequency oscillator module

MAS- SC L:

Stereo average compressor / peak limiter module

& Greatly Improve Reliability

1- in, 5-out VCA module

Too!

MAS-VCA:

eogitek

When it has
to work right!

Call 800-231-5870 for your nearest Logitek Dealer.
(Alaska, Hawaii. Canada : 713-782-4592)
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of-the-Art Performance Levels

Call for Specs, Pricing &
ITC Rebuilding Services

(804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail Charlottesville, VA 22901
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A great deal of activity is happening
on the various BBS networks around
the country. Among the topics recently
discussed are:
•The recent FCC inspection sweeps
and stations that repeatedly operate
outside the rules.
•sn reception problems.
•Broadcast tape cartridges.
•Problems in CEGM communication.
•The Top 10 reasons why gas prices
went up.
•A lot of broadcast history and call
letter trivia.
Sound interesting? Then check in
with one of the Echoes that we list
here in RW, and join the conversation.
** *
Here are acouple of changes you
may want to note:
•Second Opinion in Milwaukee, has
anew number: 1414-873-7807.
•A BBS in South Bend, Ind., has recently begun broadcast-oriented
features on Radio Daze: 1-219256-2255.
what package is best for you. For example, Personal Tax Preparer has its focus
on the federal return only. However,
don't get the idea that Personal Tax
Preparer is astripped program; it supports over 90 forms and worksheets, has
internal calculators, pop-up speadsheets,
etc.
Perhaps most importantly, all of these
packages answer the critical question:
"How do Iknow that Ihave software
that incorporates the final and correct income tax laws for the year?" They do this
by you sending final, updated versions
to you after the tax laws are set for the
year. Even if aretailer sells you an older
version, you will be udated quickly. That
brings peace of mind.
Support policies vary by manufacturer.
Most have free telephone support. Rapid
Tax has three pay plans ranging from a
900 number to a membership plan
(which includes, among other benefits,
enhanced telephone service). TurboTax
has atoll free 800 FAX number where
you can send problems. Answers are
sent back overnight.
And several packages go further to develop customer loyalty and provide discounts on next year's tax program and/or
state tax handling. Rapid Tax also has a
nice surprise in the box; included at no
extra charge is DacEasy Light, apersonal
money manager you can use to keep
your records for the next year, even
printing out your checks.
Of course, if you're at all uneasy about
how good these programs can be, go
ahead, take your finished return to atax
accountant for review. It won't take him
long to look it over and in most cases,
you'll save more on his fees than you
spent for the cost of the software. TurboTax even has areferral service to direct
you to anearby accountant familiar with
their program.
Tax time is never fun. But using your
computer to keep track of detail and calculation can make things easier. Finding
extra deductions and saving money
make it all worthwhile.
Barry Mishkind is aconsultant and contract engineer in Tucson. He can be reached
at 602-296-3797, or on FidoNet 1:300/11.
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The Inside Track on
Off-Air Monitoring
House Monitors Don't
Have to Be a Headache
by Tom Vernon
HARRISBURG, Pa. While the need
for quality offair monitoring in the control room is well understood, house
monitor systems often are a source of
confusion at many stations.

logic to this system.
The source impedance of a transformer may be calculated as follows:
Z=E2/W, where
Z=impedance
E=voltage
W=watts
For a 70.7 volt system, it looks like
this:
Z= 70.7x70.7
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The Cost Of
Going Digital...
111111111111M
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Rounding off the voltage figure:
Z=5000

SKETCHES
This month, we'll look at how to fabricate this other important source of signal distribution.
A house monitor system requires a
reliable source of off-air audio. Your best
Figure 1.
power output

Impedance tap
for 70.7 V line

Thus, for a20 W amplifier, we would
have an impedance (Z) of 250 ohms.
The flexibility of aconstant voltage system comes from the many ways that
we can split up this 250 ohm load.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple system
with four 5 W speakers, and shows
its equivalent circuit. Referring back to
Figure 1, 5 W corresponds to 1,000
ohms. Four paralleled 1,000 ohm transformers present a load of 250 ohms
to the amplifier.

Different power level
Often, it's desirable to have speakers
10
500
with a different power level in differ15
333
ent rooms, depending on room size,
20
250
ambient noise, etc. In this case, trans25
200
formers are selected with varying power
30
166
40
125
levels.
50
100
To summarize, each speaker must
60
83
have its own line matching transformers
80
62.5
and all transformers are connected in
100
50
parallel to the amplifier. The sum of
the transformer primary power ratings
A listing of output powers and their
must equal the output power of the
corresponding impedance taps for
amplifier—no more, no less.
70.7 V. All figures are derived from
the formula Z=5,000/W.
It's often necessary to have individual
volume controls for each speaker locabet is a fixed tuned receiver with a tion. There are two ways to do this:
good outside antenna. Consumer-grade
with a10 ohm pot connected as avolttuners are easily tampered with, and
age divider between transformer seconthe analog types can drift off frequency.
dary and speaker, and with an 8 ohm
If the modulation monitor feeds the
T or L pad. The voltage divider scheme
house monitor system, it will subject
mismatches the transformer somewhat
the entire station to periods of silence
at its extremes of rotation; T or L pads
and ear splitting tones whenever the
soon become scratchy and intermittent
modulation monitor is calibrated.
and end up being amaintenance chore.
House monitor systems often are
Constant voltage output
neglected in favor of higher priority
The amplifier employed must be conprojects. With care in planning and infigured for a constant
voltage output system,
Figure 2.
and have a suitable
power rating for the
V
20 W
RCVR
number of speakers being driven. For asmall
system with a halfdozen speakers, an
amp with 20 W to 30 W
RMS should do nicely.
Don't be fooled by output specifications list20 W
RCVR
arnp
ing music, power or
peak power. When in
doubt, check atransistor or tube manual for specifications of stallation, however, the house monitor
the output devices.
can reliably deliver your off-air signal
The most common arrangements
throughout the station, and need not
for house monitor systems are 70.7 V be a source of constant aggravation.
and 25 V. Sometimes these cause con• in
fusion, since we're taught to match imTom Vernon divides his time among
pedance in ohms and 70.7 V transbroadcast consulting, computers and instrucformers have their windings specified
tional technology. He can be reached at
in watts. As we shall see, there is
717-367-1151.
5
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...Is Less Than
You Think.
If your preparing to spend up to $60,000.00 on adigital work
station ...Wait! For roughly one third of that you can get a
complete system that doesn't limit you to only four or eight tracks.
Do yourself afavor. Call BSW and ask about the Dyaxis
digital workstation from Studer. You won't believe the power and
control that's available to you for as little as $ 12,000.
Designed to work with an Apple Macintosh.
"'" computer,
Dyaxis features high power recording and editing capability,
simple operation and total creative control.
Dyaxis takes multitrack productions to anew level with the
ability to create, edit and mix an un I
im itednumber of soundtracks.
It can record and play back up to 12 hours of stereo digital audio
with 16-bit resolution. On line digital signal processing including
level control, equalization, pan and time scaling, allow you to
manipulate audio to your hearts content.
Dyaxis adds speed and efficiency to any production and
opens up awhole— new horizon of creative potential.
Talk to us toll free today for more information.
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SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full-Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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DAB Service by Wireless Cable
by Steve Crowley

in the Instructional Television Fixed
Service (ITFS) can be leased for MDStype use on a part-time basis.

WASHINGTON DAB could be on the
air in 1991 if the plans of some wireless cable operators work out.
Wireless cable often is used instead
of regular cable television to send multiple channels of video programming.
The major difference is that it is over
the air.
The term is ageneric expression encompassing several distinct services:
Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS),
Multichannel Multipoint Distribution
Service (MMDS) and Private Operational Fixed Service (POFS). Channels

Special microwave equipment
It is necessary to install special microwave equipment for reception of the
signals, because wireless cable uses frequencies in the 2,000 MHz to 3,000
MHz region, higher than those used
by standard television sets.
Typically, a downconverter is used
to change the microwave frequency to
one that can be used by the TV receiver. Though wireless cable normally
is used to provide video services, some
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THE "CLEANEST" PO WER
YOUR EQUIPMENT WILL
EVER SEE AT A PRICE
THAT WON'T
"CLEAN" YOU OUT!
FULL SINE- WAVE TRACKING

SP SERIES

.....easee

PANEL UNITS

For critical applications where sensitive electronic equipment must be protected. The SP Series incorporates multi- stage filtration in its design and is
engineered to completely remove the more complex disturbances in electrical
environments: in particular high and low voltage ringing transient and harmonic
activity. The protector's advanced circuitry is encapsulated in aunique potted
chemical compound enhancing performance by providing high tensile strength
and exceptional thermal conductivity.
LET THROUGH VOLTAGE using ANSI/IEEE
C62.41 1980 (Formerly IEEE 587)
Test Environment: Dynamic Test,
Positive Polarity, 180° Phase Angle
Cat. A
Ring Wave
Surge
100kFlz
Mode Amplitude 200 Amp

Cat. B
Ring Wave
100kHz
500 Amp

L- N

6000 Vpk

70 Vpk

173 Vpk

L- N

1000 Vpk

17 Vpk

40 Vpk

operators now are using wireless cable
for analog audio services, such as Muzak. With analog techniques, they are
able to fit five analog audio channels
into 4MHz of bandwidth. DAB is seen
as the next step.

ffl

—

r

=

Transmission hardware is no big
problem. Existing MMDS transmitters can be used with minor modifications, though it is necessary to
receive FCC type-acceptance for audioonly operation of a television transmitter.
To generate the DAB signal, the operators intend to use hardware already
developed for digital cable radio. This
equipment can compress 10 CD-quality
audio channels into 6 MHz of bandwidth. Receivers would be modifications of existing decoding hardware.
Wireless cable frequencies aren't
good for mobile reception because of
the increasing attenuation and signal
strength variability that occurs at higher
frequencies. Wireless cable DAB is envisioned, initially at least, as being a
point-to-multipoint service using fixed
receive antennas.
Wireless cable DAB operators are
getting an added boost as a result
of new rules the FCC has adopted to
make the service more competitive
with cable television. Wireless cable
services are governed by three different sets of rules: Part 21 applies
to MDS and MMDS channels; Part 94
to OFS channels; and Part 74 to ITFS
channels.
The new rules are part of an effort
by the FCC toward a unified regulatory framework.
Removed limitations
Previously, a single operator could
not acquire a license for more than
one group of four MMDS channels,
nor could it acquire a license for
more than one OFS channel in amar-

SP-3Y 120/208V 4W + G
L- N 200A, 1KV, 180°, +, Dynamic Test

Steve Crowley is a consulting engineer
with Washington-based consulting firm du
Treil, Lundin & Rackley Inc. Reach him
at 202-223-6700; FAX: 202466-2042.
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EMI/RFI filtering
Made in USA
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ONLY
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ket; the FCC has removed these limitations.
The Commission also has reduced
some programming restrictions. For
example, educational institutions operating ITFS stations have been permitted to lease their channels to wireless
cable operators subject to a minimum
number of hours of educational programming during the first two years
of operations; this is being relaxed.
ITFS licensees also have able to
recapture, at any time, channel capacity leased to wireless cable operators;
this provision has been eliminated,
increasing the incentive for parties to
lease ITFS channels.
As well, technical rules have been
changed to improve service provided
by wireless cable system operators.
Power limits have been increased to
2,000 W Effective Isotopically Radiated
Power (EIRP) for non-directional antennas and 8,000 W EIRP for directional antennas. These increased limits
are subject to the requirement that
interference protection standards
be observed.
On-frequency boosters will be permitted to help overcome shadowing
effects caused by buildings, hills, or
other obstructions. Boosters are limited
in use to filling shaded areas within
a protected service area, and may not
be used to extend service beyond a
protected service area.
The FCC's rules are being amended
to allow MDS licensees to use low
power auxiliary stations on the same
basis with cable operators and other
program producers. Low power auxiliary stations are used for wireless
microphones, cueing controls and
similar program production applications. The Commission also is allowing MDS licensees access to the
cable television relay service (CARS)
spectrum on an equal basis with cable
systems. This will be useful to wireless
cable operators for studio-transmitter
links and operation of remote pickup
stations.
All these rule changes make wireless
cable a more viable option for DAB.
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than two hours from the hotel next door.
Ed Bench got KCFM back on by cannibalizing intact parts from the fire and
throwing together afunctioning transmitter, which he wired into the old tower site.
In any disaster—especially an earthquake or agas leak—cutting the power is
important in preventing further devastation. The National Electrical Code provides an interesting safeguard Ed pointed
out: no more than six breakers in apanel
without amain breaker.
Whatever the original intent, this provides a maximum speed in killing the
juice. Get this—run past the panel with
your arm held up in an Arsenio Hall position and Bain. All six deactivated at
up an armload of gear on his way out, un- once.
In larger facilities, subpanels mounted
rack an STL and be back on the air in less

Fires Spark Action
Dear Alex,
By the time this gets to you, things will
pretty much be back to normal, following
a boiler fire in our building during
Christmas week.
The place got stunk up when aboiler in
the basement went "doink" and ignited a
quantity of #4fuel oil, sending smoke up
the elevator shaft and through the HVAC
system. The master alarm did its job; residents in our building got out and we had
about 20 minutes before we had to bail
out, too.
Overall, we did it by the book. Police and
fire were notified right away, we hit the
phones to tell our PD and news director
(who fanned out calls to other staffers), the
halls were checked for anyone wandering
and when things were fully secured, FM
talent Susanna Palmer and Imade our announcements and got the hell out of there.
Our CE reminded us of the responsibility to kill the transmitters if we couldn't
control them (remember the Class 3test?),
but we were back in within areasonable
amount of time.
Damage? Greasy soot everywhere. Since
the stuff is mostly carbon, all our studios
were connected through Danbury's biggest
surface-mount resistor ever. We did have
acart deck blow aregulator and everything had to be cleaned out and wiped
down, but it could've been worse.
What do you do in afire? Bob Collins,
programming VP for afour-station chain
in Massachusetts, told me of acall he got
once when an antenna changeover relay
hung up and began to cook . . . "Bob, the
place is beginning to fill up with smoke;
what should Ido?" Amazing, eh?
Iasked Ed Bench, CE at KMJM (formerly KCFM) in St. Louis, what kind of
plan he has in place. Ed's a40-year vet
with the right ideas—the old KCFM plant
went up in abig fire on midnight, Jan. 13,
1961. First priority, Ed?
"Get the people out, first and foremost.
Since we've got the Fire Department right
across the street, they help out with regular
fire and disaster drills for the whole staff.
I'm present at jock meetings, and occasionally I'll pose ahypothetical situation so the
air talent know what to do—confidently."
Ed's solution to equipment hit by smoke
damage is simple and elegant. Run it
through the dishwasher.
"The hottest water, the strongest soap
you can find. Take off covers and all moving parts and run 'er through. Dry it out
for a couple of weeks and everything
should work right. It's faster than solvents
and it doesn't strip colorcodes off of components." (A word of caution: Some modem gear may not be able to handle this,
especially CD machines).
Jefferson-Pilot's Tom Giglio has agreat
advantage. WSTR is on the 14th floor of
one of Atlanta's safest buildings—armed
with sprinlders, alarm system and escape
stairwells with forward positive air pressure. In adisaster, Tom says he can scoop
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in strategic areas can isolate power in vulnerable parts of the physical plant while
maintaining operations elsewhere.
These are guys who've thought things
out beautifully, Alex. Ican only hope their
examples help avert problems elsewhere,
or at least inspire CEs to make plans.
While our boiler fire made our place smell
like abus station, other stations may not
be so lucky.
Having ahot signal is great, but having
afire ain't.
With Soot Underfoot,
—Al
Al's grandfather Mandus was afirefighter
in Hillburn, N.Y. Legend has it he drove his engine down the mountain on two wheels to save
the town tavern. Al's career isn't as colorful
but write him anyway do RW.

Telephone Interface Products

Final just whatyou've been
lookingfon arealty important
phone message.
¡lave you been playing telephone tag trying to solve your
telephone interfacing problems?
Well, have we got an important
message for you. Every telephone
interface you could possibly
need is available with asingle cull.
Only Gentner Has A Hybrid
For Every Application.

Thanks to some real design
and manufacturing innovations, we've packed alot
more features into higher
performing packages.
With 16 bit processing
and 2X oversampling,
the DH- 2Digital Hybrid
gives you auto-nulling,
full digital separation of "send" and
"receive" signals and
asound quality that rivals
analog. The new SPH-5 Analog
Hybrid with its " dual
\ coil" hybrid system
will give you agreat
sound at agreat
price.

Rapidly growing needs for
sophisticated special purpose
telephone interfaces have driven
our engineers to develop quite a
range of products. Here are just
afew for you to consider.
If you're looking for
Get The Message?
an inexpensive, fully
Your single source, for every
automatic 2- way
telephone interface you could
interface for
possibly need, is Gentner. Give
your " listen
us acall for the name of your
line", sports
authorized dealer. Our operators
line or
are standing by. Hello, you're
weather
on the air...
phone,
you're
looking
0
for our Auto
pee' cif'
Coupler.
Maybe your
o
e.
e_re
field reporters
tte
need an auto-answer
line that triggers a
ele .e/ee
recorder so they can
e tot°
dump their story and run.
lot Ae,
That's our TC-100. If you
need atelephone hybrid for
on-air interviews or recording
Both the DH-2and
calls in the production studio
SPH-5
give you aCUE
and newsroom, you can rely on
button to toggle send
our SPH-3. It's afull blown
144e4' 44
audio between the
hybrid that's been the workhorse
ere kte
console and the
of many stations for years.
announcer's mic. This
< eik •
Gentner telephone interfaces
47'
your
announcer
allows
give you the on- air presence you
S
to easily use the hybrid like a
need to dominate your market.
e ee
speakerphone before putting a
.23,0
That's because they're designed
caller on-air. And aRECORD
to make callers sound like they're
button lets you automatically
right in the studio with you.
record calls, both on- and off-air,
for
later playback. Finally, teleNew Solutions
phone hybrids designed to work
To Old Problems.
the way you work.
Gentner Electronics Corporation
The latest additions to our
1825 Research Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
growing line of hybrids, the DH-2
(801) 975-7200
and SPH-5, take proven Gentner
Fax: (801) 977-0087
technology to new heights.

GENTN ER

"Call me, I'm interested." Circle 46.

"Send me literature.' Circle 109.
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Live-Assists In Sync
by John Bisset
FAIRFAX, Va. We begin this month's
column with a submission from Jim
Wenstrom, CE for Wynne Broadcasting
in Oregon.
Jim's station has adaypart or two where
they operate live or live-assist. As with

— The Industry Source for
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NAB and FCC Phone Listings, as well as Product
Information, Company
Profiles, Buyers Guide
Reprints, RW's 1990
Editorial Index, Reference
Material, and More...

many such stations, the time will come
when the talent is unable to attend its own
show in person, so they record their intros
and reprogram the automation so you
can't tell if it's live or Memorex—that is, unless the voice tracks get out of sync with
the music being played.
To prevent such an embarrassing situation, Jim devised ascheme using DTMF
"touch" tones. Although the tones are
easy to generate, decoding and latching is
another story, until Jim found the SS1202p single chip DTMF tone decoder.
The chip uses asingle 5V supply, and
several can be ganged together using a
common crystal. The inputs need no
pre-conditioning, and the chip decodes
all 16 LYTMF pairs giving aBCD output.
Jim then fed the output into a CMOS
4514, which would latch and display the
information.
This chip is alatching decoder. It decodes the BCD information and then will
latch the output until the next tone is
received. When atone is received, the
BCD information is decoded and one of
the 16 outputs goes high. These outputs
are tied to aresistor and LEDs mounted
on the front panel of the automation.
Now, when the live jock can't be
around for his show, he records his intros on cart, and after he sec-tones each
track, he pushes a1, 2, 3, 4, 5or 6on
the touchtone keypad. (The six numbers
represent the number of currents an
hour, Jim adds).
From the control room, the board op,
or whoever is minding the automation,
can see which current was just intro'd,
depending on which light is illuminated.
By comparing the light that is lit to the
"current" format clock, it's easy to see
whether the voice tracks are out of sync.

DETAILED FM INTERFERENCE
STUDY AND 3 ARC SECOND
(DMA) TERRAIN DATA
• Invaluable For Short-Spaced FM Stations
• Determines Interference Received
And Generated
• Directional Antennas Considered
• Examines 360 Radials Using 3-Sec or
30- Sec Terrain Data
• Retrieves All Potentiaknterfering
Facilities
• Compares Protected Contours of
Proposed and Conflicting Facilities
• Computes Allowed ERP & Signal Strength
For Each Radial Azimuth
For further information, 'please call the Sales
Department at (800) 368-5754 or
(301)652-8822 in the Washington, DC area.

datawophr
Service
inc
A

of DW,

P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland

20814

FAX ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652-8822

(800) 368-5754
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For example, if the operator sees the
number 4 light lit, and it's only 10
minutes past the hour, and the format
clock shows only one current has really
played, something obviously is wrong.
Since the DTMF tones are recorded after the sec tone, they are not broadcast.
The schematic for Jim's "Intro Sync
Alarm" is shown in Figure 1. Jim recently
modified the system to add an aural

modules, one at atime, to see which one
or ones look different than the rest.
Take alook at the square wave duty
cycle—it should be 50 percent. If it is not,
then you almost certainly have mismatched transistors in that module.
Keep this maintenance tip with your
transmitter manual—it's been Mark's experience that aproperly adjusted MW1A transmitter will develop one bad out-

Note: Outputs are active HIGH, TIE TO LED's with resistors
to ground for each indicator. For alarm output, drive with
NPN transistor.
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alarm. This alarm utilized an unused
number or touchtone symbol to alert the
staff to change the "currents" tape. When
it's time to change tapes, or the "live"
show is over, the number 9is pushed.
When decoded, it sounds the alarm and
areset button clears the 4514.
Jim's "Intro Sync Alarm" has made
small market life halfway normal again.
Jim Wenstrom is CE for KFLS/KKRB in
Klamath Falls, Ore. He can be reached
at 503-882-4656.
* * *
Mark Persons, awell-known technical
consultant in Minnesota, writes to tell
about an RF efficiency problem that can
be traced to fault lights. For engineers
who service the Harris MW-I/1A series
of AM transmitters, if the RF efficiency
is low and there is no readily apparent
reason, take alook at the transmitter's
fault lights—DS-1through DS-12.
These are the lights that tell when a
module is defective. Mark recently
worked on atransmitter that had one of
these lights burned out. Under normal
operation, the lights will be dark or glow
alittle, indicating asmall imbalance condition between the 12 output modules.
One of the output modules in the
transmitter had failed; its fault light
should have lit at full intensity. In this
case, it did, then promptly burned out.
Since there is no metering for each individual module, you must trust the
lights or use an oscilloscope to look at
the RF output at the top of each module.
If you choose the latter method of testing, Mark urges caution. There are
several hundred volts, along with high
current in addition to the RF on each
module. The oscilloscope should show
asquare wave with tilt and ringing. The
peak-to-peak voltage should be equal to
the transmitter PA voltage.
The square wave frequency will be the
transmitter's RF frequency. The amplitude of the waveform will vary with
modulation. You will want to look at all

Vcc

put module ayear on average.
To contact Mark Persons, call 218-8291326 in Brainerd, Minn.
* * *
If you are using your oscilloscope to
make those MW-1A measurements, you
may give a moment's thought to the
scope probes. Even if you don't, Tektronix has, and it has published afree Probe
Primer. This 38-page booklet is athorough study in the use of scope probes,
how to select them and even why they
are used.
This booklet is great for both the beginning and experienced engineer.
Some of the pictures and drawings simplify what some electronic texts take
pages to explain. If you'd like acopy of
the "ABCs of Probes;' published by the
Measurement and Accessory Products
Division of Tektronix, circle Reader Service Number 77, or contact the national
marketing center in Beaverton, Ore., at
1-800-426-220, extension 510.
** *
We wrap up this month's column with
acheap center punch for marking concrete. The tip is provided by Murray
State University CE Larry Albert.
Having to work with aslim engineering supplies budget, Larry comes up
with some unique ways to solve problems. Marking concrete before drilling
required an expensive center punch to
keep the masonry bit from wandering,
but for Larry, the problem was finding
the center punch. His solution—use a
masonry nail.
These round nails will make enough
of amark in the concrete to keep the bit
from wandering, but won't put ahole in
your engineering budget. Larry can be
reached at 502-762-4664. Murray State
University is located in Murray, Ken.
John Bissett recently left Delta Electronics
to concentrate on Multiphase Consulting, a
contract engineering company. He can be
reached at 703-379-1665.

Manufacturer of the Year Award presented to Joe Wu by
Director K.E. Bolton and Mr. J. Lira from MBDA,
Dept. of Commerce, October 3, 1990.

Modulation
Monitor

Remote
Control

After 20 years of
sound accomplishments,
it's time we gave you some credit.
Your response to our innovations helped us reach two decades of success. We've enjoyed
worldwide acceptance to our advances in Modulation Monitors, STL, RPU, EBS,
RECITER' and the Synchronous FM Booster Systems.
Now, we'd like to show our appreciation with a20th Anniversary Cash Back Program.
When you buy 2or more types of equipment you'll qualify for aspecial refund from the
factory. The chart below shows the amounts you can earn. For detailed information,
contact your local dealer or the Marketing Department of TV!' (
1-800-347-3383).
For sure, we intend to give the industry more innovations during the next 20.

20TH ANNIVERSARY CASH BACK PROGRAM
You will receive the amount shown below for each type of equipment
When
You Buy:

2types

RECITER
Models

STL
Models

RPU
Models

MOD
Monitors

EBS
Models

TSL
Models

REMOTE
CONTROLS

CIRCLE AND
ADD ACROSS

Maximum
Cash Back:

$

520

300

230

170

100

130

260

820

3types

$

830

480

370

270

160

240

420

1,730

4types

$ 1,250

730

550

410

250

360

630

3,160

5types

$ 1,560

910

690

510

310

450

780

4,450

6types

$ 1,770

1,030

780

580

350

520

890

5,570

7types

$ 1,880

1,090

830

620

380

550

940

6,290

of equip.

Qualifications: Buy 2or more types of equipment at the same
time. Amount of cash back must be confirmed by TFT at time
of order Invoice for each order must be paid in full.

TT
-

'

Valid in U.S.A. & Canada. Offer expires July 1, 1991. TFT
reserves the right to disqualify any order that does not meet
the program qualifications.

TFT Inc.
3090 Oakmead Village Drive, P.O. Box 58088
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8088
Tel 408-727-7272, FAX 408-727-5942, 1-800-347-3383
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SYSTEMS .G

and don't pay for it!
Radio Systems announces the most
amazing new lease program in broadcast.
Buy an RS Series Console, or any package
of our products. Put no money down, and
make no lease payments until next
summer.
This special program isn't acome-on with
hidden costs or high back-end charges.
Radio Systems will pay the first six months
of your lease for you as an incentive to buy
now. Your monthly payments, when they
do begin, will still be low, with no special
conditions.
Radio Systems products have always been
agreat value. And now, you can own them
at no cost until well after your Christmas
billings are collected.

Contact aRadio Systems sales engineer for
an exact quotation and payment schedule
on the package of studio products you need
today
Three examples of how leasing from Radio
Systems can work for you:
Buy This

Pro List

Pay Now

54 Payments
Beginning in 6men ths

Console Package:
(1) RS- 12 Console

$6,495. $0

$167.

Cart Machine Package:
(1) RS-2004 Rec/Play Stereo $2,895.
(3) RS-2002 Play Stereo $7,185.

$0

$252.

Console & DAT Package:
(1) RS- 12 Console
(2) RS-1000 DAT

$6,495.
$7,990. $0

$362.

Lease prices are approximate; rates may vary Rates are based on
five-year lease with 10% buyout. Customer makes no payments
for the first six months. Credit approval required; simple form
application for packages under $15,000.

Raffia SYSTEMS INC.

eaeat
facteets
110 High Hill Road

PO. Box 458

7

ProieeKleal gtodees Feed/a/get

Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 El 609/467-8000 Ei 800/523-2133
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The Truth and Nothing, But...
FCC Clarifies Rules
On Misrepresentation
by Harry Cole
WASHINGTON As we all know—and
as the Jim Kweskin Jug Band reminded
us—"It's a Sin to Tell a Lie."
But it may be more than a sin at
the FCC. One of the "small print"
changes included in the Commission's
recent revision of its hearing rules includes a little-publicized change that
might make lying to the FCC an expensive proposition.
Of course, lying—or misrepresentation as it is referred to in more formal circles—has long been aworld class
no-no to the FCC. For a long time, it
was viewed as such grievous misconduct that it would lead only to
disqualification.

LAW
In other words, the only penalty available for misrepresentation was denial
of one's license or application. Several
years ago the Commission, apparently
concerned about tying its own hands
too tightly in this area, included in its
rules the obligation to tell the truth.
Misrepresentation
By making this rule revision, the
Commission broadened the types of
penalties it could issue for such misconduct: In addition to denial of license
(or denial of an application), the Commission could issue fines for misrepresentations.
That was all well and good. But in
the course of hearings—whether comparative hearings for new facilities or
comparative renewal proceedings—it is
pretty much par for the course that,
at some point, one of the applicants
is going to accuse another of lying.
As the Commission's Review Board
once remarked, "It is all but irresistible
to attempt to stick the competition with
a misrepresentation (issue) ... . It is
not surprising, therefore, that our comparative case law is littered with allegations of prevarication to the point
where an unfamiliar reader would deduce that our processing files are acollective rap sheet of the nation's pathological liars."
That is the nature of comparative litigation. But normally in the comparative process, the question of fines never
comes up. Instead, the Commission,
the Review Board and the administrative law judges historically have acted
as if the only alternative was granting
or denying a comparative hearing
application.
In its recent revision of comparative
procedures, the Commission has
changed all that by throwing in, almost as an afterthought, the following
wrinkle. From here on in, when amisrepresentation issue is added against
an applicant, that issue will include the
authority not only to deny the applicant's application, but also to fine the
applicant up to $25,000 per violation,
and up to a cool quarter of a million

dollars for continuing violations. Ouch.
Now don't get us wrong. Lying is
not agood thing. But in the comparative process, that which is alleged to
be "lying" often falls far short of the
mark.
Nevertheless, administrative law
judges (or the Mass Media Bureau or
the Review Board) occasionally feel inclined to add such issues just to be
on the safe side (i.e., just to give the
parties the opportunity to put into evidence whatever information they may
have about the allegations.) When that
happens in the future, the price tag
for failing to make your case could be
$250,000.

could, and there does not appear to
be anything to stop it.
On the upside, this may discourage
applicants from engaging in conduct
that amounts to, or might even be alleged to be, misrepresentation. That,
of course, would be beneficial.
On the downside, it will provide even
further encouragement to applicants to
raise misrepresentation issues at the
drop of a hat, in the hope that the
one-two punch of potential disqualification and major league potential financial liability may be enough to cow an
opponent into submission before the
issue is even added. And as virtually
any litigator with experience before the
FCC can tell you, misrepresentation issues often are added almost as amatter of routine.
The lesson we learn from the new
rule is that it now is important from
a financial point of view, in addition
to the moral, ethical and legal points
of view, to be as honest and candid
as possible in your dealings with the
Commission.
Failure to do so still will cost time,
effort and lawyers' fees, but now it may
also cost a large chunk of change in
the form of a fine. In this day and
age when money talks, that threat can
and should be an effective deterrent
even if the others are not.

Raises questions
This raises interesting jurisdictional
questions. Let's say that you are an applicant for anew FM station, and that
you do not now own any other broadcast authorizations. Let us also say that
you are accused of "misrepresentation"
(even though, for the sake of this
hypothetical, that claim is without
merit).
In the old days, if you did not want
to spend the time, effort or money to
clear your name, you didn't need to
worry. You could simply dismiss your
application and that was that—the FCC
lost jurisdiction over you once its only
grip on you (i.e., the ability to grant
or deny your application) went away.
Harry Cole is a partner in the WashBut now it's not quite so easy. If you ington-based law firm of Bechtel & Cole,
get amisrepresentation issue designated Chartered. He can be reached at
against you, it would appear you have 202-8334190.
aclear incentive to stay in the proceeding in order to obtain, at aminimum, a
favorable resolution of that issue.
Otherwise, it is at least conceivable
that the agency could, in your absence,
resolve the issue against you and levy
a—how shall we say it delicately?—not
insignificant fine against you. This is
not to say that the Commission will
invariably adopt this approach. But it

DIGITAL DJTM
The first programmable low-cost
Digital Audio hard disk system for
broadcasters
D Scrap Your Cart Machine
D Retire Your Carousels'
El Bury Your SuperSwitchTm & Spot Reels

Digital DJ replaces all your old audio
Cart sources with high quality digital
audio from acomputer hard disk.

A
Evolution.

CCA has delivered more than 3,000
Broadcast Transmitters over the past
25 years. For 25 years our designs
have been refined and improved. The
result is the Evolution of the world's
most perfected, most tested, most
reliable, Radio Transmitter.

Complete Satellite Systems
From $260.00/Mo.
Multi-day Satellite programming is a
snap. Full ID, liner rotation and live
assist options. Easy operation.
Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on
the screen including live rotating tags
8s copy, news and lists.
Traffic & Billing Systems
New Low Prices:

New

EZ Log:

$ 695.00 $ 995.00
1,495.00 1,995.00

Simple Log:
Super Log:

2,495.00

Original

*Grounded Grid Triode
*Longest Tube Life
*Auto Power Control
*VSWR Power Foldback

2,995.00

All Traffic systems interface to Digital DJ
Call for 60 page brochure—Our 11th Year
900 + Stations

The Management
1-800-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, TX 76136
Circle 47 On Reader Service Card

*Single Phase Optional
CCA Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
Circe 41 On Reader Service Card
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On Your Own: Why and How
by John Cummuta
DOWNERS GROVE, Ill. The 1980s
were the decade of the entrepreneur.
More people started businesses in the
last 10 years than ever before in history.
More than 80 percent of all new jobs
created in the American economy during the decade were generated by small
businesses.
Coupling this trend with the deregulation and more sophisticated automation of
broadcast engineering has produced a
movement of the station engineering position out of house in many cases. But that

has proven to be just another opportunity
for entrepreneurs. And these opportunities should expand only through the 1990s.
Contract/free-lance engineers
Over the next few months, I'm going to
dedicate this column to the needs of the
contract or free-lance engineer, as opposed to the engineering manager of an
in-house department.
There are tremendous opportunities
out there for people with communications
electronics skills, in broadcasting and
other industries, so aperson starting a
service business will not necessarily be
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You have NO REASON to miss
important programming!
—and—
If you don't have digital, now
is the time!
The Fairchild DART 384 has
been the best value in a
DIGITAL receiver since 1983.

limited to serving only broadcast clients.
But they will be getting into awhole
new world when they transition from being responsible for part of abusiness to being responsible for all of abusiness. History is cluttered with the wreckage of
hastily started businesses, opened by people with high skills in their area of expertise, but little or no business experience.
That's why I'll be dealing with awhole
range of business start-up and business
operating considerations.
Start at the beginning
Suppose you've been thinking about
moving outside. Maybe you feel you could
retain your present station as aclient, or
you might be able to pick up work from
stations in neighboring communities.
Look before you leap and count the costs.
The simplest way to do this is to do what
accountants call a "pro forma." What that
means is to simply list your projected income and your projected costs, and see if
and when you'll start making money.
This calculation should include the fact
that leaving afull-time position will mean
leaving the benefit package that comes
with it. You'll be responsible for your
health insurance and any other perks that
might have come with your position.
The next recommendation is to build a
war chest before stepping out. Ideally, you
should have enough money socked away
to cover your monthly expenses for ahalf
year. This would allow you to put 100 percent of the business' income back into the
business for marketing, equipment and
other expenses. Or it would allow you to
at least sleep at night knowing that you
have asafety net below you.
A compromise to this would be to start
your business part-time, while you maintain your full-time job. This is frequently
the best way to get exposed to the realties
of running abusiness without the terror
of not being able to meet your day-to-day
needs. Nothing puts more stress on aperson's nerves, digestion, marriage and performance than trying to build abusiness
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Complete system packages are available and include the
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Let HARRIS ALLIED put the best system together for you!
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while slipping into serious debt.
One way to take some of the uncertainty
out of the process is to get new clients under contract, rather than leaving everything loosey goosey." If you can count on
certain payments coming in at certain intervals, you'll save yourself anervous reaction or two.
Start out as a real business
There are two reasons to set your new
business up properly from the start: your
own sanity and the IRS.
At the risk of being redundant, you will
have enough stress just building aclient
base and dealing with the variety of personalities and technical problems you'll
encounter. You don't need added pressure
from not being able to find income and expense records, and not knowing how
you're doing financially.

MANAGER
The second point is that the Internal
Revenue Service makes avery clear distinction between what they consider to be
areal business and ahobby business. If
you can't exhibit the organizational trappings of areal business, an IRS auditor
could classify your business activities as
"hobby" and disallow all the normal
deductions you should enjoy.
These deductions normally include
portions or your rent or mortgage payment (if you're operating from your
home), the relevant portion of your
phone bill, the proportionate amounts of
your auto expenses and so on. If you can't
satisfy the IRS that you truly are organized to do business for the purpose of
making aprofit, they won't let you take
these deductions.
So what are they looking for?
Things like aseparate business checking account, aseparate business phone
number, an organized bookkeeping system, business stationary, a log of the
business use of your vehicles, etc. In
other words, all the things you really
need to be doing to properly do business
anyway.
You don't need abig, fancy business
checkbook. Most banks will let you open
abusiness account using the standard
pocket-sized checkbook. You don't need
fancy stationary. Most quick-print shops
can fix you up with areasonably decentlooking letterhead and business envelope set. And you don't need afancy
bookkeeping system. You can use anything from amanual ledger to abasic
spreadsheet system like Lotus 123 to any
of the inexpensive PC accounting packages available (starting at about $49).
The key recommendation here is that
you do all this set-up and preparation
work before you actually start doing
business. You'll have to make adjustments to your system as experience
shows you better ways of managing your
bookkeeping and your money. But you
should at least have your startup systems
in place before the real action begins.
Next month, we'll start looking at
different legal forms you can use for your
business, like the sole proprietorship or
the corporation and we'll start to examine other business considerations, such
as pricing and billing.
John Cummuta is president of Advanced
Marketing Concepts Inc., a broadcast
management and marketing consulting firm.
He can be reached at 708-9694400.
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NY Stations Take Over Plant
by Dee McVicker
TEMPE, Ariz. Early last year, while the
staff at WSYR-AM/WYYY-FM was gearing up for amove, abuilding from the
early 1900s in Syracuse, N.Y., was undergoing a complete overhaul. Once a
manufacturing hub for Chrysler automobile gears, the old factory soon would become the stations' new home.
The building's location, part of an expansive refurbishment of Syracuse's
downtown waterfront area, proved to be
an ideal choice for the stations. Eager to
stay in the downtown area, station

management also was baited by another
force: Developers were eager to have the
community's most visible stations occupy
the space.
With little time to spare before the stations' old lease ran out, management began renovation. For the next few months,

CE Conrad Trautmannn would be busy
with the unexpected challenge of making
what was built for gears suitable for broadcasting.

SHOWCASE
After first determining the needs of each
department, he began sketching facility
layout. Drawing on the expertise of Pacific
Recorders & Engineering's Jack Williams,
Trautmann settled on a layout that
divided the facility into
three distinct areas of
station business: the
studios, sales and administrative/operations.

on-air studios, each with an adjoining
news studio, and, as Trautmann
described, "the most incredible
newscenter you've ever seen."
The newscenter proved to be Trautmann's biggest challenge. "You can go into
amillion air studios and find most of them
80 percent similar But when you go into
anewsroom, every one of them is different,'' he said.
Unlike the old newscenter, where
microphones were non-existent and
where workstations' line selectors doubled as mixers for limited news production, the new newscenter was to be
equipped with all the necessities for
productive news editing, recording and
even airing.

Previously unavailable
The co-anchor workstation and three
Staggering contrast editing/recording stations include arackThe results were a mounted Newsmixer board, each fed by
staggering contrast to Telos 100 telephone hybrids and a20-line
the building's days as a selector for the recording capability not
gear factory. Described available in the previous workstations.
Trautmann, "You walk
Each of the four workstations has editinto the front of the ing and recording support consisting of an
building across abridge OtaniMX50 recorder, aTascam 122 MKII
that spans a creek."
cassette deck and aMicromax cart maGreeted by a marble- chine. In addition, input connector panels
floored atrium seven stories tall, visitors were installed for mixer plug-in of
"walk into the reception area and can go reporters' portable cassette machines. The
either to the right or the left for the sales furniture piece for these workstations was
one of the largest ever constructed by Paor administration area"
Located at the far end of the facility is cific Recorders, Trautmann said.
A critical feature of the newscenter is its
the studio complex. The complex houses
two, two-track production studios, two relationship to WSYR's on-air studio and

adjoining news studio: All maintain line
of sight. "The goal was that the AM air
controller could see the news people in
the (adjoining) news studio, and also see
the news anchor in the newscenter," Trautmann said.
What Trautmann elected not to separate
into two studios, however, were AM air
and the group's satellite network. As the
head-end for Syracuse University sports
with affiliate distribution nationwide,
WSYR previously had isolated these two
functions into two studios.
Eliminating the need for adedicated
network operator, Trautmann combined
network and AM air operation in the new
air studio. The AM air, like the FM ait is
controlled by a BMX III console surrounded by six Micromax cart decks and
Otan recorders, which are fed by Telos 100
telephone hybrids. Adjoining news studios were outfitted with BMX II consoles,
with the AM news studio also given a
Stereomixer board for co-anchor premixing.
AMX-26 consoles were installed in the
two production studios, along with reconditioned MCI JH110B recorders, Tascam
122 MKII master cassette machines,
Micromax cart decks and Technics SLP1200 CD players.
The new facility was completed on
schedule and within budget by the end of
May. Now home to Syracuse's dominant
stations, which consistently trade off as
number one and two in the market Arbitrons, the old factory is geared toward
keeping WSYR AM/VVYYY FM on the air
and in the lead.
a
Dee McVicicer is afree-lancer and regular
contributor to RW. To inquire about her writing service, call 602-899-8916.

More Power To You.
MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND MINIMUM ATTENUATION
That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture them using highest quality
pure copper or aluminum, and thoroughly test each one before shipping. Princeton University's
Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components
for their research reactor.

RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY
They're important to you—and to us. So we use non-galling silver plated beryllium
copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and pure virgin Teflon inner
supports. Every MYAT rigid line section and component is warranted for afull
year. That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and systems by Harris, Acrodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Electronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Need areplacement fast? Check our catalog—virtually every item listed is ready
for immediate shipment. Not sure what you need? Ask aMYAT engineer for technical assistance. Unusual requirements? Our computerized design and testing facilities turn them into "routine" projects. We did it with high-power 93/
16" 50 Ohm line
for KGON-FM's multi- station tower, and we can do it for you.
Whether you're planning anew tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission
system. Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at ( 201) 767-5380.

10!

MYAT, INC.

Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951.
40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence.
380 Chestnut Street • P.O. Box 425 • Norwood, Ni 07648 • Ted ( 201) 767-5380 • Fax ( 201) 767-4147
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For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
The VISION MOBILE STUDIO

Digital DJ
The fin/ programmable low-cost Digital
Audio hard disk system t'or broadcasters
a Scrap Your Cart Machines
a Retire Your Carousels —
a Bury Your SuperSwitch — 8i Spot Reels

Ora

Digital Dl replaces all your old audio Cart sources with
high quality 4.,/th/audio from acomputer hard disk.
Complete Satellite Systems From $ 260.00 / Mo
Multi-day Satellite programming is a snap. Full ID,
liner rotation and live assist options. Easy operation.
Eliminate your paper Log. It's all on the screen
including live rotating tags & copy, news and lists.
Traffic & Billing Systems
New Low_Pricc5i:
EZ Log:
Simple Log:

New

Original

$ 695.00

$ 995.00

1,495.00

1,995.00

Super Log:
2,495.00
2,995.00
All Traffic systems rirrer/.'icr to Digital DJ
Call for 60 page brochure - Our 11th Year
900+ Stations
The Management
1-800-334-7823 - 1-817-625-9761
N.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, IX. 76134)

Increase

your

MOBILITY, VISIBILITY,
PROFITABILITY . . .
with a powerful, compact, fully equipped,
easy to use mobile remote broadcasting
studio, designed for your needs.
VISION MOBILE STUDIOS
VOYAGER RV CENTER, INC.
79 OLD PALATINE ROAD
WHEELING, ILLINOIS 60090
PHONE:
FAX:

1-708-537-1770

1-708-537-1899
READER SERVICE NO. 94
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WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.
Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide
Sales Network.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216)267-2233 or 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: (216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability
A Part of Every Product

• Switches to backup or tertiary stereo audio source when
main audio source loses a channel or is missing
• Switches both outputs to the channel with audio when
one channel is missing from a stereo source
• Corrects audio polarity if it is reversed
• User programmed time delays and sequencing
• FULL alarm outputs and total remote control
• ON-LINE audio monitoring and stereo audio switching
• Locate at Tranmsitter site for full REDUNDANCY
• Locate at Studio site to monitor studio audio and make
instant corrections for console, cart/tape, or satellite
programming errors.

AND MUCH MORE. . . CALL FOR DETAILS
Model

lE

MLW-1

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

77 Kreiger Lane

203

Glastonbury, CT 06033

633-5472

READER SERVICE NO. 104

ATTENTION
STATION OWNERS

Model 81070 WATTCHMAN
Transmitter Protection System.

AUTOMATICALLY

In Pennsylvania, New York,
Ohio & West Virginia
Diversified Communications
Systems now offers complete
engineering services. Let us
solve your problems! Call:

814-756-3053
13406 SATICOY STREET
N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605-3475
TEL: (818) 787-3334 FAX (818) 787-4732
(Inside U.S.A.) 800-235-6222

Diversified Communications Systems
9139 Route 18
Cranesville, PA 16410
READER SERVICE NO. 35

READER SERVICE NO. 81

WireReady Newsroom Software
Cut your AP and UPI paper bills by $ 1000/yr
WireReady captures AP, UPI, and other newswires
and gives your newsroom all the features it needs for
aone-time fee of $ 549. Automatically print just what
you need as is, or edit the news before you print it. NO
WEEKLY FEES. 24 hour toll- free phone support and
upgrades available for only $ 99 per year. Even if you
don't have a computer, we'll include a brand name
computer system with on- site service and let you pay
as little as $ 70 a month for the ENTIRE package. This is half your current monthly paper and ribbon cost!
We can also capture NOAA weather wire, Learfield, ABC, NBC and CBS data.
Installations all over the U.S.A., from the Virgin Islands to Alaska

(800) 833-4459
Gerstmann Software Technologies
P.O. Box 2356 Framingham MA 01701 (508) 820-7284
READER SERVICE NO. 27

WANTED!
Your product or
services ad here
Reach 18,000 +
Radio World subscribers

Call
1-800-336-3045
now
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Ringing Ears Could Spell Tinnitus
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE After an extensive threeday demo on a compressor/limiter recently, Inoticed apeculiar ringing in my
ears at around 14 kHz.
After making afew calls to doctors and
atrip to the library for some reference
material, I came up with some facts
about "tinnitus"—a condition that you
need to be aware of if you're working in
radio, audio production or other audiorelated careers.

MNZœlal3MS
FILE
Tinnitus (pronounced "TINah-tus") is
ahearing disorder that affects about one
in every six people in America. It's
characterized by a ringing in the ears.
Some hear it as aconstant single tone,
some as an occasional ringing that
departs completely or subsides to alevel
only audible in avery quiet room. Some
hear it as rushing or pulsing sounds
similar to that made by locusts or chirping birds. It may be perceived louder in
one ear than the other. Though my condition receded after afew days, Itook the
event as amajor warning sign.
Tumitus can be caused by trauma, infection, drugs and allergies or simply by
wax build-up in the outer ear. Trauma,
in this case, means having the ear exposed to overly loud audio for any
length of time. Announcers and production people who spend hours a day
listening to studio monitors and headphones are especially at risk.
According to Dr. William Brownell of the
Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) department
of Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
we are born with 12,000 to 15,000 hair cells
in our inner ear. Since our bodies do not
regenerate new hair cells, keeping the
ones we have healthy is vital.

If you now are experiencing tinnitus
and find people around the studio are
amazed at how loud your monitoring
levels are, you are a prime candidate.
Don't be fooled by the perception that
your hearing is becoming more sensitive.
It's entirely possible that the reflex muscles that automatically shut down to
keep overly loud sounds from damaging
your hearing are shot. After continued
abuse, these muscles cease to function.
There presently is no cure for tinnitus.
Once you get it, it may stay at the same
level or it may get worse.
Support Group
Audiologist Susan Sidel hosts
monthly meetings of a Tinnitus Support Group consisting of about 200 people at the Greater Baltimore Medical
Center. Iattended the last meeting to
learn more. Most of the 25 people who
attended that night were between the
ages of 40 and 60.
Many of them claimed they did not
remember exposing themselves to overly
loud sounds at any point in their lives.
Some of the men commented that they
had been exposed to high sound pressure level (SPL) caused by proximity to
wartime firearms or industrial machinery. Curiously, there was agap of 20 to
30 years between the exposure to high
SPL and the onset of tinnitus.
A friend of mine who has been an audio engineer for 10 years recently left the
trade because of problems with tinnitus.
Three audiologists' tests proved that he
had ahearing loss problem at frequencies just above those of the human voice.
Unlike most announcers and radio
production people who "work combo"
with headphones, he normally used
small monitors at fairly reasonable levels.
Although he admitted playing in bands
in his teens and 20s (at least 20 years
ago), it was only recently that the ringing became loud enough to bother him.
The message here is, it's areally bad idea

ADVERTISE
YOUR NEW
PRODUCTS
HERE

to "keep it cranked up" until you first
start to hear your ears ring. By that time
it's way too late.
Coping with the problem
If you now have aminor problem with
tinnitus or the condition worsens, it's im-

saDlien
supporting cells

Hair structure of the inner ear: Above, a normal
partial injury, leading to tinnitus.

portant not to overreact. Consider seeing an ENT doctor to get a fix on the
problem. Have an audiologist do ahearing test to see if you are experiencing
hearing loss.
Stress, allergies, infections, diet and
drugs, in addition to trauma, all seem to
play apart in the onset of tinnitus. Lack
of proper blood circulation in the inner
ear also seems part of the problem.
Check with a doctor or nutritionist
about changing your diet. Check for allergic reactions to wheat, corn, egg,
yeast, milk and soy. Reports show that
alcohol, caffeine, salt, nicotine and fats

are out. Also ask about supplementing
your Vitamin A (from betacarotene), C,
E, Bioflavinoid and Zinc intake. Instead
of aspirin and ibuprofen, stick to
acetotninophens if you can.
According to Dr. Paul Cook, who
spoke at the support group meeting Iattended, Ginkgo Biloba Extract (GBE) has
proven to be effective in arecent study
in France. The extracted oil from the Chinese Ginkgo tree apparently is being
widely accepted in Europe as an antioxidant that also improves circulation. In
those studies, subjects
took doses of 24 percent GBE in a 40 mg
capsule three times a
day for 120 days.
Some people find
playing the radio at a
low level or being near
a droning air-conditioning system helps to
mask the ringing. White
noise generators said to
"replicate the sound of
the seashore" also may
work. If you try masking, it's important to
remember to choose a
masking sound that is
near the frequency
you're hearing.
Put aconscious effort
behind reducing your
structure. Below,
monitor and headphone levels. Instead
of turning up the gain
to your usual level, experiment with
finding a lower level that is still loud
enough to let you hear what's going on.
If you work in clubs or at concerts where
SPLs are high, get a set of ear plugs.
Remember, those hair cells do not
regenerate. The ones you don't blow out
today will be there for you tomorrow. For
more information, call the American Tmnitus Association at 503-248-9985.
Ty Ford is an audio producer/voice talent.
Reach him by phone at 301-889-6201, via
MCI mail (#347-6635) or via America Online (Tford).

"AUTOMATE WITH CD'S"

ANDREW HELTAX ®
Cable & connectors
Cable up to 2-1/4", connectors up to 6".
Cable cut to length, pressurized, connectors attached. Cable hardware too!

In Stock... . Ships Next Day!

In Time for
NAB
CALL 1-703-998-7600
or
FAX 1-703-998-2966

Lee honey, Sentry Systems

Call for our FREE 92 page pricebook

5g

1°IelVtIRGHT
1
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
7812 Red Sky Dn.
One, 45249

800-543-8614

Whether you are live or automated, FORMAT SENTRY makes
it simple to play back your CD's with ease!
IIII Never touch aCD again. FORMAT SENTRY interfaces with
multiple CD systems and most ALL other audio devices.
al Interface with many music and traffic software systems.
• Three modes: LIVE ASSIST, FULLY AUTOMATED and
SATELLITE.
III Find out why over 200 broadcasters worldwide have chosen
FORMAT SENTRY.
Call Mike Bettelli at BP for more information:
1-800-426-9082

Fax: 206-441-6582

r.1.1 SENTRY SYSTEMS
Seattle, Washington

READER SERVICE NO. 74
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"Other guys imitate us, but
the originals are still the greatest."

F

irst they tried to copy StereD:MaxxTm, now
ModMinderTm. Are the engineers at Modulation Sciences too inventive for their
own good? It's beginning to look
that way.
.,;e,"" •
#re$;--StereoMaxx showed program
., ;...,,4« ,
directors around the coun- , ,mtry that AM or FM stereo .;
could sound wider, fuller,
bigger. And that an
enhanced stereo image
could be as devastating to the competition
as extra loudness.
Our competitors poopoohed the concept
at first, but they've
acknowledged that
StereoMaxx works
flawlessly and does
everything we promised.
How? By introducing
their own imitations.
ti

Last year the Modulation Sciences engineering team
did it again—with ModMinder, the first digital
peak modulation measurement device. Again, our
competitcrs scoffed. Some even charged
hat ModMinder wasn': legal.

4".

Now, those imitations can't
duplicate StereoMaxx's patented design. So they can't deliver
the ear- grabbing punch and
excitement StereoMaxx adds to
any stereo format, on any kind of
radio. In fact, it's hard to imagine
anything the copy-cats could do that
StereoMaxx can't do better.

The questions were finally laid
to rest by an FCC Declaratory Ruling affirming
the legality of ModMinder's design and
operating principles.
Today, hund-eds of
stations are using
ModMinder to get
all the moculation
they're entitled to,
along with the cleanest signal possible.
And once again some
of the same people who
tried to destroy ModWinder by spreading
rumors are now trying to
profit from our inncvations
by announcing copies of our
product.
StereoMaxx. ModMinder. Two
one- of-a- kind products. Both
available right now, from one
company that really believes in
new ideas—Modulation Sciences.
lor more information, call us
toll-free at ( 800) 826-2603.

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873
Tel 908-302-3090 • Fax 908-302-0206 • Toll Free 800-826-2603
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BUYERS GUIDE
Digital Workstations & Automation Equipment

Turtle Beach: The New Wave
by Warren Schatz, President
Perfect Sound Studios Inc.
NEW YORK Ifirst fell in love with digital editing in 1986 while producing a
very successful album for RCA/ Red Seal
called, "What If Mozart Wrote, 'Have
Yourself A Merry Little Christmas:"
As Iwatched more than 50 hours of
editing time slip from my pocket to
RCA.s studios (at arate of $210 per hour),
Idreamt of the day that Icould afford
aSony 1630 system.

TurIle
each's 56K
Hard Disk
System
ffers

a lot

more than
a colorful
screen.

REPORT

be there down the line.
Then Iheard about the 56K system
by Turtle Beach Systems, a company
Ihad known about for years as astrong
music-related software company.
Italked to Jeff Klinedinst at Turtle
Beach and got one of their first systems, a 386 running at 25 MHz with
a 678 meg hard drive. The whole
thing, including a new Pro-DAT,
which Ipurchased separately, cost me
Does anyone know?
For the next few years, Icontinued $7,000.
What impressed me immediately was
to ask around if anyone knew aDOSbased system. Finally, two came to my the support I got from everyone at
attention —unfortunately, neither was Turtle Beach. As with any new softbuilt by a company I could trust to ware, there were bugs and things Ijust
couldn't grasp. Sometimes I just
couldn't get the thing to do what I
wanted.
Being a New Yorker, Iwould call,
assuming that no one would help,
but Iwas really wrong. Most of the
problems Iwas having were, of course,
due to my ignorance. Idid, however,
Turtle Beach 56K
find two bugs and called the Turtles
by Warren Schatz
about it. The next day, by Federal
Perfect Sound Studios
31
Express, an update showed up for easy
installation.

About two years later, Isaw ademonstration of Sound Tools and it made me
nuts. Iloved it, but it was aMac-based
system and the whole thing was going
to cost me in excess of $12,000. Not just
that, but I've used DOS machines for six
years and didn't feel comfortable with
Apple machines.

smooth and undetectable as an edit.
Part of the success of the show is
that it never leaves the digital domain,
so when it hits the phone lines it's
crisp and clean. Ithen transfer it to
DAT and lay in the music bed from
the computer as we run the shows off

"
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AKG DSE 7000

by Rick Allen, WQHT-FM

32

Kingdom
Technology DAS
by E. Mark Bohnett, WOLC-FM

37

Systemation Quik Disk
by Matthew Allen, WVVE-FM

38

Broadcast Automation
Digital Workstation
by Julio Zaga
Alia Communications

39

Computer Concepts Corp.
by Troy Longhorn, KQMJ-FM

40

Also: Technology Updates
from Panasonic Pro-Audio,
Sentry Systems and Pristine Systems.

From Mozart to Citibank
The first project Iworked on was a
classical crossover album by Robert
Bonfiglio for BMG Classics. Ifigured
that if Icould edit Mozart's Piano Concerto #21, Icould do a30-second spot.
It took me three days to really begin
to see just how useful the system was
going to be.
One of the projects the system has
been most useful for is an awardwinning corporate communications program Iproduce every Friday for Citibank. It's athree-minute talk show format with awriter/announcer who lives
in Santa Monica, Calif.
He sends me ascript and aDAT by
Federal Express and Ed Dixon from Citibank brings aDAT of interviews. Idump
everything into the 56K and then just
edit everything into zones and create a
playlist. Because the 56K can edit down
to asingle sample, and Ican create crossfades in the playlist and adjust levels as
I go, even the most difficult edit is

an c

For information on the Turtle Beach
Systems 56K hard disk recorder, call Marketing Director Jeff Klinedinst at 717-8436916; FAX: 717-854-8319; or circle Reader
Service 56.

MEET A COMPANY
THAT IS BIG
IN LEADING EDGE
TECHNOLOGY

INDEX

Cma .

to a Citibank DAT master.
Ialso have used the 56K for editing
rap records. Ijust finished aRun-DMC
single that was full of four-letter words.
Iwas able to measure the word to the
sample and insert a 100 Hz tone of
exactly the proper length so that the
beat stayed exactly the same, but the
four-letter stuff was gone. It was easy
to do using the markers that the system provides.
In March an official update is due,
which will be incredibly useful. One
of the things that will be available is
time compression for that 30-second
spot that runs 31 seconds. Pre-roll times
will be included as well as the ability
to place markers on the fly.
Ican't wait.

1
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TTC
With the All Solid State
FMS Line of FM Transmitters
TTC's Leading Edge
Technology Gives You:
•Easy Fast Installation
•Constant Power Output
•Low Maintenance
•Virtually No Down Time
•Low Power Costs
•One of the Best Speced
Exciters in Radio

The TTC FMS Line—Products that give you years of trouble-free,
crystal-clear signal, and is available in lkW to 8kW models

Call 1-813-684-7724 for product information
and dealer nearest you.
Circe

49
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DSE 7000 Enhances
WQHT's Productivity

W
DOLBY SR
DENIANDS

by Rick Allen, Prod. Dir.
WQHT-FM
NEW YORK As one of the top CHRs in
the nation's top radio market, WQHT—
Hot 97—always is looking for ways to
stand out on the dial. Anything you can
do to help one more person remember to
write down WQHT in an Arbitron diary
can translate into big dollars.

REPORT

The cart room at WLTW-FM. New York. aViacom station

"
e

arts with Dolby SR give us a
liable,
time- proven playback
e
m with all the quality of CD's."
"So far, there's no digital ' solution' that

compares to our carts with Dolby SR for
performance, reliability, and convenience versus
cost. And should that day come, Dolby SR will
keep us competitive without having to spend
another dollar.
"With Dolby SR, everything we air sounds
clean and noise- free, including commercials. After
all, our sponsors deserve the best quality audio as
much as our listeners."
Bob Tarsio, Chief Engineer
"Dolby SR has brought us to a new level of on air fidelity in the competitive New York market.
Yet there are none of the gaffes that crop up with
CD's, like playing cuts out of order or accidentally
cueing up a cut that doesn't fit the format.
"Except for initial set-up, Dolby SR is
completely hands-free. Our production and air staff
make and play back carts the same as they always
have: quickly and easily.
"The sound is more transparent than Icould
have imagined. Dolby SR recordings really do
sound like the original."
AI Bernstein, Production Director

Call us at ( 415) 558-0200 for more
information on how you can
benefit from Dolby SR.

Dolby SR: now 50,000 channels worldwide.
Dot, Latoraby4x
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This is one reason Enunis Broadcasting,
our parent company, came to us last year
and asked if we'd like to install adigital
workstation in WQHT's production room.
From day one, our AKG DSE 7000 Digital Sound Editor has met both of those
objectives. The day it was installed, Assistant Production Director Bill Schultz already had afull production schedule. He
basically sat down in front of it and said,
"Let's do it:'

the machine to drop in the song's hook
right after the instrumental part.
Not only that, you can make the voiceover stop precisely where the vocal track
starts. The DSE 7000 will line everything
up for you. As aresult, spots that normally would have taken 25 minutes to half
an hour now take five to seven minutes.
Although the DSE 7000 looks and acts
in many ways like an analog system, it
is acomputer. You can try an edit, decide it doesn't work, hit the Undo button and go back to the way it was. That
allows a guy to take a risk, even in a
really nasty time-crunch situation
(which is all the time, of course).
Stretch the doughnut
We also use the DSE 7000 to make fast
alterations in agency spots. Say you have
an 18-second doughnut that has to be 20
seconds. You just tell the AKG to loop
a bar. We did something to a spot recently that you could never do on analog tape. It was a 60-second spot that
they wanted cut to a30.
The music bed started off with afull
band and then segued into asolo saxophone, so acut edit would have been
jarring. But on the DSE 7000, Bill was
able to set up along crossfade time for

Up to speed
An hour and ahalf later, he was nearly
up to speed and cranking things out faster
than he could have using analog tape.
We've been really impressed with how
short the learning curve is, which Ithink
has alot to do with the DSE's design being truly radio oriented.
It's aRAM-based system, so there's no
sitting around waiting for disk access or
edit calculations. And it looks very much
like the analog eight-track, 10-input mixer
and two-track mixdown deck it replaces
(although it takes up less space).
All the controls, like the tape recorderstyle transport buttons and mixer faders,
are right in front of you. There isn't much
"computerese" to it at all. That makes
it very easy for aradio guy to sit down
in front of it and go.
We use the 32 kHz sampling rate to
maximize memory time, so at first Iwas
concerned that the highs would get
New York's WQHT puts the AKG DSE 7000
rolled off alittle. So far, Ihaven't noticed
Digital Sound Editor to good use.
it. And if Ican't hear it in the studio, I
the edit, so the sax fades in gradually.
know no one can hear it by the time it
It sounds completely normal—there's no
goes through our processing chain.
way you can tell it's an edit.
The DSE 7000 has a hard disk that
Cutting club spots
"shadows" operations in the background,
For everyday commercial production,
so you're covered if asudden power outthis system is awesome. For instance,
age erases what's in RAM. You can save
about half of WQHT's local spots are dub
spots. These basically are like concert entire jobs, including audio and all editspots, with several music cuts and a ing instructions on the hard disk. But we
haven't used that capability too much.
voiceover in 60 seconds.
Before we got the AKG, we would make Things change so fast in radio, it's easier
beds for each artist with 40 seconds of in- to redo something most of the time—
strumental, the song's hook, then another especially when the AKG makes it so simple to cut, loop, splice and rearrange the
40 seconds of instrumental. We'd save
those because the artist might play at elements.
AKG has brought the cost of digital auseveral clubs that advertise on Hot 97.
dio down without sacrificing quality, and
Now we don't even bother saving the
they've made the DSE 7000 more userbeds. With the DSE 7000, it's just as fast
friendly than other digital audio systems
to do anew one every time. That keeps
I've seen. There's no doubt that it's imthe creativity up and keeps the spots
proved our productivity tremendously.
from sounding too similar.
mi
With eight digital tracks, we can load
For information on the AKG DSE-7000,
in all the elements and very quickly edit
the instrumental. If you have to make a call David Angress at AKG at 415-351-3500;
FAX: 415-415-351-0500; or circle Reader
10-second instrumental piece into 30 seService 95.
conds, you just loop it. Then you can tell
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ITC cartridge machines have established atrack
record for quality and reliability that is the envy
of the industry.

998 Recorder/Reproducer

To prove the point, ITC is DOUBLING our
UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY to 4
YEARS on all of our machines. That's on
everything, excepting only the normal wear
of heads and pinch rollers.
Delta IReproducer, Delta III Reproducer, Delta IV Record Amplifier

The ITC Technical Service Staff is available to assure that your
ITC product delivers the performance you've come to expect, and
that you will not experience the inconvenience and expense of
excessive down time if service is ever required.

Series IRecorder/Reproducer

Purchasing an ITC machine may save more
money over four years than the cost of a
competitive unit.
Want the facts? Call us.

ESL V Eraser/Splice Locator

Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audio Broadcast Group
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West

800-622-0022
800-999-9281
800-525-1037
800-426-8434

In Canada:
Maruno Electronics Ltd.

416-255-9108

For 21 years, ITC has set the standards for cartridge machine quality and performance,
providing over 67,000 machines to broadcasters worldwide.
International Tapetronics Corporation
P 0. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386
Circle 115 On Reader Service Card

ow do you turn amultitrack production
room into areal profit center? With fast,
efficient operation and superb audio
quality—acombination you won't get
from " beefed up" recording studio
boards or on-air boards with afew
tacked-on features. Unfortunately, if your budget
didn't have room for PR&E's ABX, you had to accept
one of these compromises.
Well, not any more. Introducing Productionmixer,
agenuine broadcast production console that costs
no more than the board you thought you had to
settle for. We think everyone—including management—will agree it's abetter choice.
Production Directors are going to fall in love with
Productionmixer's full multitrack capabilities,
versatile E0 with 3sweepable bands, built-in
dual telephone mix system, auto timer, two stereo
effects sends and flexible monitoring/mixdown
system. Chief Engineers will appreciate its high
RF immunity, powerful CMOS logic control, topquality components and complete, full-support
documentation.

There's no room
in your operation
for an ordinary
production console.
General Managers may well get the biggest thrill
out of Productionmixer—when they realize that
it delivers PR&E reliability, performance and
functionality for no more than a " compromise"
production console. As with our highly popular
Radiomixer, we've made Productionmixer affordable without lowering our standards.
If you're trying to build an extraordinary production room on an ordinary budget, Productionmixer
delivers the creative power you need in an efficient,
easy to use format. For more information and your
copy of the color Productionmixer brochure, call
us direct at 619-438-3911.

P

roductionmixer
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive • Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel 619-438-3911 • Fax 619-438-9277
0 1990 Pacific Recorders & Engineering
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SV-3900 DAT Offers
Broadcast Solutions
by Chris Foreman, Sales Manager
Audio- Video System Products Group
Panasonic Communications & System Co.

CYPRESS, Calif. The new Panasonic
SV-3900 Pro-DAT machine combines superior record/replay quality and comprehensive remote control for avariety of
broadcast applications.

UPDATE
Complementary parallel and serial
remote-control schemes allow all transport and system functions to be commanded from an on-air or production
console, or interfaced directly with workstations, editors, automation controllers
and satellite delivery systems.
The SV-3900's parallel interface provides simple remote control from an external unit, or existing automation systems via GPI ports. The optional SHMK390 remote controller provides access
to all of the SV-3900's transport and system functions for full external control of
up to 32 individual or grouped machines.
The SV-3900's nine-pin serial interface
offers enhanced remote control from
custom-developed software running on
conventional PCs and workstations, in
addition to editing/automation systems.
Function after function
Within broadcast and production facilities and satellite news/music delivery
systems, the SV-3900 has avariety of applications.
The device offers comprehensive serial
control of multiple replay machines and
voice-over and effects elements during
preparation of music, as well as final
mono/stereo mixes of commercials, PSAs,
station IDs, jingles, etc.
An automated search can be made of
pre-recorded DAT libraries for highspeed access to 120 minutes of stereo material, replayed from multiple machines
(as apotential replacement for analog
NAB carts).
First-generation DAT "SubMasters" can
be prepared from astation's playlist (music, commercials, IDs, etc.). Inload and
archiving—from basic production tracks
to final edited material—can be done in
real time to and from disk-based digital
audio workstations.
The SV-3900 allows programmable,
random-access playback of master material at satellite network originating studios.
This streamlines the playout of music
tracks and the linking of voice messages
from an automated music delivery service,
as well as commercials and news bulletins.
Downloading
With the SV-3900, downloading of
digital-quality material from asatellite
delivery service—including full bidirectional control of start/stop functions at
the recording site—can be automated.
The user also can monitor record quality during transfer.
Integrated master/slave control can be
accomplished while duplicating several
dozen DAT tapes, including monitoring of

record levels and other system parameters
during analog/digital transfers, for inhouse and syndication capabilities.
The SV-3900's bidirectional serial interface supports a choice of industrystandard P2 or ES-Bus communications
protocols.
ES-Bus provides sophisticated control
between multiple audio machines, controllers, synchronizers and editors connected on aserial local area network. P2compatible interfaces use commands
similar to ES-Bus, but are designed for
simpler point-to-point or singlecontroller systems.
In addition to conventional transport
and shuttle commands, other serial control sequences cause the SV-3900 to output avariety of status information, including PNO location, absolute/program
time, error rates, sampling frequency,

Anniversary ... Audio Broadcast
Group in Grand Rapids, Mich., is
celebrating 30 years in business.

vider of radio transmission services,
named Orlando C. Guida VP of corporate services. Guida formerly was
senior VP and CEO of Hughes Television Network (HTN), which was purchased by IDB in January 1989.

People ... Richardson Electronics
has named Anthony Battaglia head
of Microwave
Division; Larry
Business ...
Broome, diviAKG Acoustics
sion manager of
Inc., amanufactbroadcast/comurer of digital
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the company's engineering lab in
Michael David of Interface Video has Vienna, Austria.
Kings Electronics Co. Inc., has closed
formed acomputer bulletin board for
owners and operators of Lexicon's
its Kings Electronics Canada division,
OPUS and OPUS/e digital audio citing new trade regulations between
production systems.
Canada and the US. that make it =IDB Communications Group, apro- necessary to have aseparate division.

uned In

counter and absolute and program time
displays; and has dedicated keys for all
Start/Skip ID Write/Erase, Renumber

Panasonic's SV-3900 Pro Digital Audio Tape Deck.

and so on.
For network management of single or
multiple SV-3900 Pro-DAT machines, the
SH-MK390 provides ES-Bus serial control of all transport modes and functions
and ashuttle wheel for auditioning program material at slow/high speed in forward and reverse directions.
The remote unit also controls PNO;
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and Fade In/out commands. A numeric
keypad is available for entering machine
and PNO assignments, etc.
Built-in Function Modes allow singlebutton dubbing or copying between
multiple SV-3900s, as well as continuous
recording or playback from several
decks. In addition, Program Play Mode
enables pre-designated sequences of au-

dio segments to be replayed from DAT
cassettes loaded into multiple machines.
Application-specific software
To streamline the development of
application-specific software, aseries of
utilities has also been developed for the
SV-3900 Pro-DAT. Simple-to-implement
utilities within the "SV-3900 Developer's
Toolkit" will allow users to provide full
control of individual or grouped
machines connected to amaster PC or
automation system.
Various sample applications will
demonstrate an enhanced Program Play
function, with "look ahead" cueing to
the next selected cut of material from
multiple SV-3900s; and a "Time Search"
function that causes one or more SV3900 decks to rapidly locate to aspecific
absolute time, and park to within an accuracy of 13 DAT frames (10 mS).
For more information about the SV-3900
and its remote control module, contact Chris
Foreman at Panasonic's Pro-Audio Division:
714-373-7277, or circle Reader Service lo.

We make everyone sound great,

day, after day, after day.
The span between the basso growl of your morning
talent and the punch demanded by your evening
party animal is measured in seconds and digits—
two seconds and two digits, to be exact.
Every talent on the station has worked out the
optimum combination of parametric EQ, compression and de-essing for their personal requirements,

and we've given them anumber between 00 and 99,
their personal number, to achieve this combination at
the touch of abutton. They just punch in the number
when they sit down, and all of their processing is reset
instantly, exactly, repeatably.
We keep all that processing safely out of harm's way;
no need to twist any dials because when their number's
on the readout, they know they'll sound their best.
Call Orban for more information about their 787A.
It brings awhole lot of mic processing under control.

«bon

The Orban 787A
Programmable Microphone Processor

adivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.

LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE

1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Tel (1) 415/351-3500 Fax ( 1) 415/351-0500

01991 AKG Acoustics, Inc.

®Orban

is are9istered trademark of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
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Radio World's Marketplace, a compendium of new and recently introduced
radio broadcast products, appears monthly in Buyers Guide.
Telephone control card
Alpha Products has added the TE 158
telephone control card to its A-Bus line
of data acquisition and control devices.
The card provides complete computer
control of atelephone call. It offers adired phone line interface with line connect/disconnect, call progress detection
and touch-tone decoding and encoding.
The user can dial out and send messages with tones and it will answer the
phone automatically. It is priced at $190.
For information, call Alpha Products
sales department: 203-656-1806; FAX
203-656-0756; or circle Reader Service
147.

CD analysis system
CD Associates announces the availability of the Quick Test CD analysis system, which enables CD manufacturing
facilities to test the quality of CD pressings for conformation to the Red Book
specifications in one-sixth real time.
The system consists of six CD players
and an IBM PS/2 or compatible
microcomputer with CD Associates software. Prices range from $12,895 to
$65,000, depending on the depth and
speed of analysis required.
For information, contact Dave
Loeppky at CD Associates: 714-733-8580;

Ensoniq EPS-16 Plus
Ensoniq has begun shipping the rackmount version of its EPS-16 Plus digital
sampling workstation. The EPS-16 is the
first sampler to incorporate dynamic effects processing, the company said.
The system incorporates all the features of the keyboard version: 16-bit
sampling with 100 dB signal-to-noise
performance, 20 voice polyphony, extensive sampling and synthesis parameters,
patch select buttons, "play while load"
memory access and resampling of
sounds with their effects.
For information, call Jerry Kovarsky at
Ensoniq: 215-647-3930, extension 249;
FAX: 215-647-8908; or circle Reader Service 39.

Floating ground clip
Panduit Corp., has announced anew
design of afloating ground clip for use
with telco wiring. Designed to provide
power surge or lightning protection at an
outdoor network interface box or pedestal, the floating design maintains cable
shield ground even during settling of the
earth in buried cable runs.
For information, call Kim Bartolomucci: 800-777-3300; FAX: 708-9902556; or circle Reader Service 90.

FAX: 714-786-1486; or circle Reader Service 23.
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hat is it about the Signature III that keeps so many leading
station groups and consulting engineers coming back for
another, and another, and...? Is it this console's unparalleled
record of reliability and longevity? The LPB Signature Ill's easily
maintained modular electronics? Its excellent RFI immunity? Or
is it designed-for- radio features like the following:

Crystal oscillator
Raltron Electronics announces anew
kind of oven-controlled crystal oscillator
for use in advanced timing applications,
such as personal earth station VSAT networks, TV test and broadcasting, navigation systems, instrumentation, synthesizers and cellular systems.
The new Model TF65010-B OCXO
offers oven-controlled stability for the
price of temperature-compensated technology.
For information, call Dick Hackmeister: 305-568-2511; FAX: 305-5943973; or circle Reader Service 88.

Gooseneck condenser mic
AKG Acoustics has introduced the
C406 miniature condenser microphone,
part of the company's miniature studioquality condenser mics designed for live
performance applications.
The C406 features a flat response,
hypercardioid capsule to boost feedback
rejection and sound quality.
For information, call David Ogden at
AKG: 415-351-3500; FAX: 415-351-0500;
or circle Reader Service 8.

•3 inputs per channel
•Identical Program 1 and Program 2 output busses
•Remote starts on all channels ( except channel 1)
•Mono/stereo input switch ( on stereo consoles)

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

In Stock — Available for Immediate Delivery

•Components and connections clearly labeled for painless
installation and easy maintenance
Chances are, it's all of the above. But whatever the reasons,
leading stations and engineers across the country demand
Signature Ill's "unstoppable" performance. In fact, they've

2 Towers

Price $2400.00

made it one of the most popular consoles ever built. If you've

11111

been spending too much time inside your console lately,
contact your broadcast equipment dealer or call LPB for full
information and specifications at ( 215) 644-1123.
LPB Signature Ill audio consoles are available in 6,8,10 and 12 channel stereo
and 6,8 and 10 channel mono configurations.

LPB

28 Bacton Hill Road • Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123 • Fax: 215-644-8651

Will operate with any

rE mote control equipment.

11111 •

•

Price $1780.00 2 Towers For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled accuracy. (.5% or better on ratio and .5° or better
on phase) and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors is afactor of 10 more
stable than instruments that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts are rock solid. Phase
sign is automatic, no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control tie Model CMF!
has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs
have dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
FAX 614-592-3898 • 257 W.Union St. • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150
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Kingdom's DAS Rules at WOW
by E. Mark Bohnett, Chief Operator
WOLC-FM
PRINCESS ANNE, Md. Under the
present threat of an economic downturn,
annual budget adjustments and the
shortage of good board operators in
small market radio, the "automation
beast" once again raised its head, claiming to be the solution to our nightmares.
After four dissatisfying attempts at
creating our own inexpensive and yet
versatile automation system, WOLC took
on the challenge of Kingdom Technology's Station Controller, along with its
new Digital Audio System (DAS).

The Station Controller, along with our
286/16 MHz clone, allows us the flexibility of 12 audio input sources, which can
be expanded if necessary.
Six different networks
In addition, we can utilize up to six
different networks with their associated
tones for our "local sound" and yet
maintain tight breaks, relay closures for
remote functions, silence sensing, audio
fading, logging of events and many other
features to allow for both flexibility and
expansion in the future.
When using alow voltage control system, the 10-foot rule applies—it was con-

Sentry Guards KEZQ
by Mike BetteIli, Digital Systems Mgr.
Sentry Systems
SEATTLE Sentry Systems has debuted its latest automation controller on station
KEZQ-FM in Little Rock, Ark.
The FS12C Format Sentry is aPC-operated controller (compatible with IBM PCs) that
will interface with two popular CD playback systems—the Sony 006 CD Jukebox and
the six-slot Pioneer PD-M series machines.
The system interfaces with all multiple playback cartridge systems, most current hard
disk systems, R-DAT machines, satellite
programming and almost any type of audio gear.
KEZQ is utilizing 20 of the Pioneer CD
players, giving them random access to 120
compact discs. The Sentry also is ideal for
live-assist operations or fully automated stations.
At KEZQ the system interfaces with afloppy disk sent each week by Broadcast Programming of Seattle, containing complete music rotations configured to the station's
clock. The Format Sentry also interfaces with most traffic systems.
According to KEZQ Operations Director Larry Henthorn, the station now can random access more than 2,000 songs and play back commercials, all controlled by aPC
keyboard.
Typical cost for acomplete Sentry System, induding PC, CD players and the FS12C
controller is less than $13,000. More than 200 Sentry Systems are in place worldwide.

UPDATE

firmed with our system's installation.
The computer, controller and other BCDinterfaced equipment cannot be separated by more than 10 feet without the
possibility of some programming errors.
All of our previous "automation systems" (i.e., black boxes and acomplete
production room), were not limited by
distance, and WOLC did not have the

REPORT
additional room necessary to accommodate the computer, two printers, the controller, cart, reel and cassette decks and
two carousels in close proximity to each
other.
Kingdom Technology's DAS system
and our 160 megabyte hard drive
enabled us to compact our work
area, freed up some needed equipment and introduced to us the potential of 160 30-second digital PSAs,
SPAs, station enhancers, commercials,
legal IDs or even short program segments. The system's potential is limited only by the size of the hard disk chosen.
Unfortunately, what you put in is
what you get out. The DAS will randomly play spots of like content (IDs,
SPAs, etc.) or it will allow specific spots

to be placed and aired at specific times
and on specific days. Ieven included
a 1,000 Hz, 0 dB reference tone in a
"file," which Iuse to set and maintain
the output levels of the controller and
all mono sources.
Programming technique
Kingdom Technology's controller and
DAS systems were not shipped to us
problem free. Weak documentation and
user error, combined with a few software adjustments, created some initial
complications. However, the service
personnel have been cooperative in advising us on programming technique
and quickly provided us with software
corrections and/or updates.
The DAS system is not without problems, either. The sales manager has
more than once pointed out the "speaker
phone effect;' which occurs during low
or no-audio sections in agiven spot. This
is aproblem Kingdom Technology says
it presently is addressing.
If you find yourself without adequate
staff or the funds to maintain every air
shift, and you need aversatile automation system, Kingdom Technology's Station Controller with DAS is an affordable alternative.
a
For information on Kingdom Technologies'
automation equipment, Call David Benoit at
904-664-5492, or circle Reader Service 37

HENRY ENGINEERING
Standards of Good Engineering Practices
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

For information, contact Mike Bettelli at Sentry Systems: 800426-9082; FAX: 206-4416582, or circle Reader Service 103.
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be quiet
be of the lowest distortion
have wide audio frequency response
be small
retail for no more than $ 195 00

All new, all within acceptable standards
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•Four individual inputs, stereo out
•Dual stereo interface
•Gain adjustment for each channel • Each input assignable to L, R,
•Direct- coupled circuitry
or Both out
•Level control for each input
•Inbuilt power supply
Twin Match is a dual stereo level • Inbuilt power supply
MicroMixer gives you afour- input,
and impedance converter designed
stereo output utility mixer in avery
to provide 4 channels of matching
small package.
such as 2 CD players.

EVERY LINK IN YOUR AIR CHAIN
1318 Commerce Avenue
Woodland, CA 95695 USA
ECONCO

Telephone: 9/6-662-7553
Fax: 916-666-7760
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NOW, THIS NUMBER DOES IT ALL

Econco

Telex 176756
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MMCS Makes Digital a Reality
by Boyce Williams, President
Pristine Systems
LOS ANGELES The Pristine Music
Management and Commercial Control
System (Pristine MMCS) has been developed over the last three years to meet the
playlist scheduling and on-air playback requirements of radio stations in the 1990s
and beyond.
The system is PC-based with two major
components: a playlist generator that
schedules music rotations and/or cornmerdal break sequences; and an on-air
playback system that controls multiple

digital (and analog) audio sources.
The Pristine MMCS playback system
controls CDs, DAT, computer hard disk
audio (HDISK) and relay-triggered sources

UPDATE
all in one playlist. It operates in alive, liveassist or totally automated environment
and automatically logs playlist history for
future printing.
For music playback, the Pristine MMCS

mrnimilinammgamemenummunumummuum
iimummuummunumui
a

ONE
SOURCE

controls up to 48 Pioneer PDM series "six
pack' CD players or 48 Tascam DA30 DAT
players, or any combination of the two using aCD/DAT controller card. An entire
digital music library is on-line at all times.
The playback of commercial breaks can
access up to 999 individual computer hard
disk audio selections, 48 DAT players (containing up to 99 spots each) and 16 relaytriggered devices—or acombination of all
three.
To address the special needs of satellite
service customers, the latest release of the
software has been enhanced to perform
the random or sequential (user-defined)
playback of hard disk audio liners, IDs
and jingles. Individual "liner formats"
may be defined for each onair personality to match his or her weekly schedule.
The playlist scheduler can generate music and/or break playlists for an hour, day,
week or month at atime. Music formats
define music selection and rotation requirements, while break formats define
when abreak sequence should occur. It is
possible to define more than 1,000 different music, break and day formats.
Music titles are categorized by artist,
type of music, male/female, tempo and

yORLD CLASS PRODUCTS

'

'

WORLDWIDE SUPPORT

with the resources, design expertise and
unparalleled worldwide capabilities:

HARRIS ALLIED SYSTEMS
from conception and design through final
signon and documentation. So you can
be most confident that your project will
have afunctional, ergonomic layout like
the ones pictured here. You can be sure
that all of your equipment will meet the
highest standards of form, function and
reliability. You can then concentrate on
the other important aspects of managing
your facility.
From transmitter building (prefabricated or constructed onsite), to transmitter installations, towers, antenna
systems and even terrestrial microwave
links, the experts at Harris Allied
Systems will ensure total systems
integration and performance.

Systems planning, installation and management assistance are just some of the ways
Harris Allied has expanded to help you meet the challenges of the future: That's
what we mean by taking the lead.

LIJ HAFtFaS

ALLIED

SYSTEMS
FAX 217-224-2764

217-222-8290

IN CANADA 800-268-6817

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growing!
HARRIS ALLIED

7997

For information on the Pristine MMCS, call
Boyce Williams at Pristine Systems: 213-8520737; or circle Reader Service 85.

Qwik Disk at WVVE
by Matthew Allen, Ops. Mgr.
WVVE-FM

Harris Broadcast Division is one of the
largest and most respected manufacturers of transmitters, antennas and
related RF products worldwide. Allied
Broadcast Equipment represents the
largest selection of audio and studio
equipment in the world—over 5000 products from more than 250 manufacturers.
Together, we offer total program management with engineering and design
expertise that ranges from facility layout
and site preparation to furniture design,
from equipment specification to final
verification of performance.
When you work with Harris Allied
Systems, you work with people who
know broadcasting and communications

other music keywords. Allowable play
hours are designated for each song to provide dayparting capabilities.
With additional optional software, the
system can operate in amultitasking environment, and also can be controlled
from aremote location through amodem.
Software interfaces are available for several
existing traffic packages and music
schedulers.
A quarterly software service and support program is available to existing customers to provide them with the latest
Pristine MMCS features and enhancements as soon as they are implemented.
Engineers may be interested to know
that the audio and computer equipment
used with the system hooks up without
modification, and can be acquired from a
large selection of suppliers.
The Pristine MMCS has been designed
and developed with the playlist scheduling and on-air playback needs of the digital radio station in mind. The Pristine
MMCS has shown it can operate as amusic source, asatellite commercial source or
afully integrated broadcast system.
Pristine MMCS software prices start at
$2,300, with complete systems typically
costing between $10,000 and $25,000.

NEW LONDON, Conn. At WVVE, our
decision to choose asatellite delivery system for programming was about 90 percent
economics and 10 percent programming.
So when we began to look for ways to
execute Satellite Music Network's Pure
Gold format, it seemed ludicrous to spend
thousands of dollars on new equipment
that would not give us dependable performance for the lowest possible cost—
including personnel costs.
Also, we already had spent abundle on
anew audio chain to make the satellite
sound fantastic, and Iexpected our commercials to do nothing less than complement this new equipment.

tastic job of configuring the system at the
factory, greatly simplifying our job). Loading traffic manually from the keyboard is
asnap, but downloading from our traffic
system will take even less time.
On their way
After ahalf-hour training session with
the staff, they all were able to input, playback and edit spots, promos and liners
and use the system as easily as our cart

REPORT

decks. Even the sales staff was able to
verify, check and edit end dates and play
spots for clients.
Systemation's programming department
The best available
The word "automation" brought to has gone above and beyond with informamind an image of awall-sized mechanical tion, features and abrilliant user screen.
monster with carousels, instacarts or other Unlike aword command driven system,
Quik Disk uses something doser to aMacmaintenance-hungry, cart-eating gear.
Amazingly, Ifound many companies still intosh-type icon system. For live assist, it's
promising these nightmares as the "best quick, simple and informative.
Quik Disk has not been without some
available."
So after rejecting traditional products, I minor complications, but every problem
looked at ahost of the new, PCbased digi- has been handled "qwildy" and efficiently
tal systems and finally chose Quik Disk by Systemation staff. Systemation has a24from Systemation. It wasn't the least ex- hour number with aqualified tech person
pensive—or the most—but it offered many on site during the day, and on call at all
features and benefits not found elsewhere.
times. This alone is worth thousands to
Quik Disk, the size of an IBM AT, with me. In addition, Systemation sends regucolor monitor and printer, fits nicely on the lar software updates and is extremely recountertop in our production studio. It is ceptive to customer ideas for their updates.
Systemation has been in automation for
well-built and has taken everything our
production and sales staff can dish out.
more than 10 years, and with the developIwas not computer literate when Quik ment of products like Qwik Disk for satDisk arrived and Iwas nervous, expect- ellite and CD automation, Ibelieve the
ing huge manuals, hours of learning and company has ensured its place in radio for
the inability of our staff to first learn the the 21st century.
is
system.
For information on Qwik Disk, contact SysSurprisingly, within two hours of instaltemation representatives David Gerety in
lation, Iwas moving with ease through
the multiple functions of Quik Disk and Dallas at 214-458-8807, or Steve Bellinger in
modifying the many available clocks to Decatur, Ill., at 214-428-7101; or circle
match our needs (Systemation does afan- Reader Service 138.
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BAI Automates Alia Network
two minutes each of national, international and sports news. There is aoneminute local block available during the
HOUSTON The Alia Spanish Network news block. Stations are free to take as
was designed to provide continuous much or as little of this news as they wish.
Additionally, there are combination fiveSpanish news, sports, music and entertainment programming to affiliates second station IDs/one-minute spot breaks
throughout the Americas. To reduce costs throughout the hour and a30-second sateland human errors, and to get more pro- lite ID just prior to the top of the hour. Automated stations must be told when these

controller, aTime Sentry module (accurate
clock) for use in our computer system,
four OtaniARS-1000 reel-to-reels for music, five Audi-Cord single play cart decks
for news and IDs, Conex tone generators,
connections for our satellite and studio
feeds, and several additional pieces of
gear.
BAI did some custom work on this system. By using all the items listed above, we
nearly exhausted the 12
, - _
i.e. .
inputs available to the
controller. In fact, to be
11111111111 ! ----4
*
able to program the 25
.
1111111111
P
1.
.
Hz and 35 Hz tone
generators as individual
ductivity from our present staff, we
•
•
sources would have redecided that automation would be the
quired 13 source inputs.
logical next step in our development.
To remedy this, BAI
We wanted the network to be as simple
built acustom interface
as possible for our clients to implement,
that allowed us to proso we began searching for asystem inBroadcast Automation's digital system found
gram the Conex tone
tegrator experienced in automation
a home at Alia Spanish Network.
generators individually
equipment that could help us design
without using any of
The only negative we have experienced
such asystem.
Alia Sparish Network uses Broadcast Automation's digital autois that we cannot edit our next day's onthe standard inputs.
After explaining our requirements to
mation system to transmit to affiliates nationwide.
This leaves us the capa- air program while the current day's proseveral possible vendors, the only one we
found that could meet our demands at a breaks are to occur by the use of 25 Hz and bility of adding another source later, such gram is on the air. We get around this by
doing future day's programs on another
as aSony CDK-006 compact disc jukebox.
reasonable price was Broadcast Automa- 35 Hz tones on the program channel.
The comapny also provided standard computer.
BAI proposed an automation system
tion (BAI) of Dallas, Texas.
Overall, we feel that our experience
At the top of each hour, we broadcast consisting of aFormat Sentry automation barrier strip connections for all our local
input and output requirements. This al- with MI was a positive one. We'll be
lowed external connections to the system recommending BAI as aprimary source
to be made easily.
for automation equipment for our clients.
Installation was quick and easy. BAI deu
livered the system, installed it, trained our
For information on Broadcast Automation,
personnel in its programming and as- contact BAI Operations Manager Steve Walker
would be able to do:
by Dane Butcher, President
•Record, play, edit and overdub mul- sisted us in making our own music tapes at 214-380-6800; FAX: 214-380-0823; or cirSymetrix Inc.
cle Reader Service 143.
titrack recorder-style (24 tracks or maybe direct from compact disc.
SEATTLE Because digital audio has be- even more). This capability could be used
come aprimary element in the formula for to create or edit music beds, dialogue and
modern radio stations, the digital audio sounds effects, IDs and other elements.
workstation is abeast that every engineer Use the workstation's analog inputs and
outputs or come in from CD or DAT via
must reckon with sooner or later.
If you don't have aworkstation in your the digital ports.
production room or project studio yet, you
just might in the not too distant future.
As with any other capital expense, a
workstation must be justifiable from abotHave a
tom line point of view. Currently, scores
news/talk/sports
of manufacturers are marketing worksta•Work on aCRI with amouse or graphics
tion products for awide range of applicaformat?
tions, including film and video post tablet or on atraditional "hard" control
production, music recording and broad- surface (which looks pretty much like
Want to improve
your existing analog console) and perform
cast production.
non-destructive edits in seconds. Trial and
coverage of your station?
error cut and paste editing allows unOnly a dream?
The available technologies range from limited experimentation. This allows you
simple DSP cards that plug into personal to be as creative as you wish without worcomputers (and make use of the PCs hard rying about destroying "originals!"
•Precisely drop in sound effects from
drive to store audio) to stand-alone sys"store-bought libraries" or roll your own
tems priced in excess of $250,000. If one
were to assemble the best features of each custom effects into proprietary libraries.
•Lock the workstation via SMPTE or
of these machines into asingle dream sysMBL-100 AM NEWS/TALK PROCESSOR
(continued on page 40)
tem, imagine some of the things one
The MBL-100 news/talk AM audio processor was designed for

by Julio Zaga, President
Alia Communications
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Need to compete more effectively?
THEN YOU NEED TO BE AT NAB '91
•The first DAB demonstrations in USA
•The Programming & Production Expo
•The Radio Station Bus Tours
•Legal advice and tegulatory sessions
•100,000 sq. ft of audio/radio exhibits
\7\CD T72.(7
1
1\2, v
j\I'm
• 50 radio sessions and special events
•Las Vegas, April 15-April 18, 1991
•Old friends and new contacts
More than ever before, you need to be at NAB.
See, hear and do more RADIO
Call (800) 342-2460 TODAY and saw $50 on registration fees.

Re;

you. The MBL-I00 provides very high levels of average modulation density or loudness. The added density it provides helps to
overcome noise and interference problems. The MBL-I00 is useful for filling in null areas and reducing the effects of powerline
reradiation. And if your antenna bandwidth or symmetry is not
that great the 7.5 kHz bandwidth of the MBL-100 will make life
easier for your transmitter. The MBL-100 is designed to give your
station better coverage area. To learn more about the MBL-100
call or write now for details. The MBL-100 is available on our two
week trial program.
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SYSTEMS

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
(8001 535-7648 (602) 438-0888 FAX (602) 438-8227
Bulletin Board System (602; 438-0459
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KQMJ Selects DCS Automation
by Troy Langham, Ops. Mgr.
KQMJ-FM

Our DCS system has two workstations
communicating on a Novell Local Area
Network (LAN). One is for the production

storage of our spots but of the hardware
that plays the stored "carts!' This redundancy gives me much peace of mind.
TULSA, Okla. VVhen we decided to put
Two major problems with convensatellite programming on KQMJ, Iknew
tional automation for satellite programIdid not want to go the normal route of
ming are alimited number of cart slots
using acart-based automation system.
and timing of stop sets. Both problems
After a careful look at our options, I
are solved by DCS, which allows an unselected the Digital Commercial System
limited number of slots. We have more
(DCS) from Computer Concepts Corp.
room where all "carts" are recorded, and
than 400 carts on-air.
DCS allows us to retain the best features
the other is in the control room, where it
DCS also eliminates timing problems
of a conventional system such as spot
is used for live programming as well as the
where either the stop set is two or three
overlap, instant random access and mulhours that we are satellite programmed.
seconds short or where aspot is missing.
ticut carts, while adding capabilities that
Having two workstations means that I DCS will place delays between "carts" to
no conventional system can do.
have 100 percent redundancy, not only of compensate for those small timing problems. If an entire 30-second or 60-second
spot is missing, it will automatically fill the
set from alist of approved filler PSAs and
promos.
The problem of stop sets that are too
long is addressed by Computer Concepts'
new program that applies time compression/expansion with pitch transposition to
the entire stop set, making all our stop sets
exactly match the network breaks.
DCS interfaces to the station through
professionally balanced 600 ohm inputs
and outputs. While this may seem standard, Ifound that many other digital sys(and it is)
tems were unbalanced in and out. The audio quality is fantastic, of course, because
of the digital storage. The sample size and
sample rate, as well as mono and stereo,
are selected each time you record a "cart"
(and we are)
with more than 80 cuts, and then select
which of those cuts will run on-air and in
It may be an old cliche, but it is factual that Harris Allied
what order.
Equipment Exchange has been, and will continue to be,
Because DCS is fully interfaced with our
the broadcaster's friend in good and soft times and
traffic and billing system, we do not have

to type in alog. DCS reads the log from
our traffic and billing computer both for
satellite programming and live programming.
Another unique feature for adigital storage automation system is the ability to
play two "carts" at the same time. This
gives us amore "live" sound on satellite
by allowing the end of one spot to flow underneath the start of the next.
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When the going gets tough,

The tough get going!

offer you the best in the BUY— SELL
for used broadcast equipment.

TRADE market

Our Used Equipment Exchange can stretch your equipment budget— it's just
one of the ways that Harris Allied gives you more. We've expanded to put
more people and more resources to work for you: That's what we mean by
taking the lead.

HA.Fazus

ALLIED
FAX 317-966-6321

EXCHANGE

317-962-1471

BUY— SELL-- TRADE

With expanded staff and services. . . our lead keeps on growing!
HARRIS ALLIED

1991

Computer Concepts Corporation has
given me 100 percent support. Not that
Ihave had any failures after getting the
initial bugs out of the system, but being
able to pick up the phone and talk with
someone any time Ihave aquestion is
great.
This accessibility helped make our transition to this new technology as painless
as possible. Having placed satellite programming on three other stations using
conventional automation systems, Ihonestly believe that using adigital system is
much better and hassle free.
For information on the DCS, call Rich
Habedank at Computer Concepts: 913-5410900; FAX: 913-541-0169; or circle Reader
Service 20.

Working with Digital

Jim and Chuck were born with " crystals" in their
mouths and now speak " digital" - so let their experience
help you today!

EQUIPMENT

Compute, Concepts' Digital Commercial
System gets thumbs up from KQMJ-M.

(continued from page 39)
MIDI tirnecode to synthesizers, samplers,
emulators, drum machines or computers
to create everything from special effects to
expansive original music beds in afraction
of the time it used to take to do it in adedicated multitrack studio.
• Time compress/expand material as
needed. If the bed comes in at 31 seconds,
you can squeeze it down to 29.5 with the
stroke of afew keys. Process the entire bed
or just an individual sound effect.
•Play with some signal processing—add
atouch of reverb, alittle EQ compression,
limiting or leveling without leaving the
digital domain. Load up aspecial offline
processing algorithm that squeezes the
entire spot into a20 dB dynamics window.
When the spot is completely assembled
and edited, perform an automated mix
while still in the digital domain. Let the
workstation drop in 30 different tags at the
end of the spot while you go out to lunch.
•Back up the completed spots to aremovable magnetic optical disk as abackground
task. You work on the next project while
the workstation automatically backs up
the last one.
•Eliminate noise. Reprocess old carts or
LPs, removing tape hiss, surface noise and
scratches.
All of this might sound like alate-night
techno dream, but it's really not. The
above-mentioned technology is on the
streets now—but not, mind you, all in one
workstation. At the recent AES convention in Los Angeles, Icounted more than
50 manufacturers on the show floor with
workstation products.

So if this technology lets us do twice the
work in half the time, why not blow the
1991 budget on aworkstation? Great idea.
But keep in mind that every emerging
technology comes with afew caveats.
Let the buyer beware
When making a decision about your
own digital workstation, remember that
new technology means more education.
Part of your capital outlay will involve paying for the learning curve. Choose aworkstation that's easy to learn and easy to use.
Also keep 'in' mind that the technology
still is evolving rapidly, which means the
workstation you buy today may depreciate rapidly with new advances.
And purity of your audio signal is just
as important in the production room as it
is on air. Check and double-check workstation specifications, paying special attention to A/D and D/A converter numbers.
Not all digital machines were created
equal.
Last but not least, don't overlook such
mundane issues as maintenance. Choose
amanufacturer with asolid reputation for
aggressive, ongoing support.
Remember, aworkstation is avery sophisticated audio computer. And as we all
know, computers that never crash are
about as rare as jocks with ahalo.
Dane Butcher is president of Symetrix Inc.,
aSeattle, Wash.-based manufacturer of audio
signal processing devices. He serves as director of development for the Symetrix "DPR"
series offour-, eight- and 40-track digital audio workstations.

Which cart machines do you put in your racks?
Everyone has a different preference. Which carts
do you put in your machines? The clear favorite is
the genuine Audiopak broadcast cartridge, the
world's best selling tape
cartridge. The # 1choice
of demanding broadcasters across the country
and around the world.

I

No matter what brand
of machine they play
them in, broadcasters
know they can always
count on Audiopak.
That's because only
bona fide Audiopak
carts are loaded with
real' Audiopak tape.
You expect consistency,
reliability and unsurpassed
audio performance. You
get them all with every batch of Audiopak carts —" workhorse" A- 2s,
"stereo" AA- 3s ard " digital- ready" AA- 4s. Just as you have for years.
A

3119»11

That's a record no " lookalike" cart will ever be able to match. So if you
want all the clarity and phase stability your cart machines were designed
for, don't take chances. Make sure they're playing " the only blue that's
true"— genuine Audiopak carts. Look for our new Quality Assurance seal
and the molded- in Audiopak logo on black A- 2s as well as blue AA-3s
and AA-4s. They're your guarantee of genuine Audiopak performance.

e
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100
Winchester, VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522-CART or
(703) 667-8125
Fax: (703) 667-6379
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Innovations in Digital Workstations and Automation Equipment
EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications. Design
8. Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F

(414) 242-6000

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

Member AFCCE

(803) 785-4445

Consulting Communications
Engineers

SOFTWARE
CHANNEL SEARCH

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFSUPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Member AFCCE

We Now Accept

Visa &
MasterCard
gle

FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

V

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
319-266-8402

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
Field Service

• Installation •

Experienced & Affordable
4289 Roanridge
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

AND ENGINEERS
• FCC Applications & Field Engineering
• Frequency Searches & Coordination
•Tower Erection & Maintenance
• Facility Design & Construction
CONTACT:
23400 Michigan Ave

Member AFCCE

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design 8, Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPN
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering
There is hope for AM radio'
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.
205-353-9232

205-353-6747

Advertise your
services here
for only $ 40

Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

CALL
1-703-998-7600

Dearborn, MI 48124

(313) 562-6873

Communications Data Services, Inc.

ill

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
70 3-8 24-5 660
800-5 23-3117

Consulting Radio Engineer

Kenneth W. Hoehn

•Real World Propagation TM Studies
•On- Line Services
•3Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC and FAA Data Files for PC
•FCC's AM, FM & TV Data Files for PC
•PC Programs
Richard L. & Richard P. Biby, Principals
Communications Data Services, Inc.
6105-F Arlington Blvd. • Falls Church, VA 22044
(703) 534-0034 • ( 8(0) 441-0034

Kenneth Casey

Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000+
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering

\
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•SYSTEMS

INSTALLATION AND SERVICE OF BROADCAST
ANTENNA SYSTEMS/TOWER MAINTENANCE & ERECTION
WESTMONT, NJ ( 609) 869-0222

Í

WIDEST & FINEST CI-1010E OF PRODUCTION MUSIC & SF).1

PR °music
Call For Our Free Demo & Information On
BROADCAST Peed.
Annual Rates.

1-800-322-7879

DALLAS TM Century's Digital Studio System
allows users to control all music CDs and jingles,
sweepers or spots on cart, RS- DATs or TM Cen.
E-71
tury's Digital Commercial System.
Countdown clocks, intros, lengths, endings,
spots, titles, artists and trivia all are on the screen
at a glance.
111111111
The Digital Studio System comes with computer,
log printer, CD changers and interfaces for cart and
DAT players—only console, mic and commercial cart players are not included.
For information, contact Dave Scott, president of TM Century at 800-937-2100; FAX:
800-749-2121; or circle Reader Service 44.

LITTLETON, Mass. Intraplex Inc., has begun
shipping its new PT/PR-150 compressed digital audio program modules.
The PT-150 and PR- 150 are plug-in modules for digital coding of 15 kHz and 7.5
kHz audio channels. The modules use linear 16-bit coding to obtain CD-quality performance.
For information on the products, call
Christine Doyle, communications director of Intraplex, at 508-486-3722; FAX:
508-486-0709; or circle Reader Service 18.

ROSEVILLE, Calif. The Caps II Computer-Assisted Programming System from Concept Productions is acomplete audio storage and playback system for automated
or live radio stations.
Music storage on DAT allows tor 124 hours of songs,
while 'nands-off operation allows unassisted programming
for several days or several weeks.
Random accessible system features include computercontrolled audio mixer; up to 22 stereo channels; audio
fade; program and audition bus; audio overlap for
smooth, tight production; and real-time commands.
For information on Caps II or Caps I, call President Dick
Wagner at 800-348-4800; FAX: 916-786-8304; or circle
Reader Service 127.

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784
TOWER SER1'ICES

Peal/
OMMUNICAHON

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, Vt. The PostPro
SD digital audio workstation from New England
Digital integrates hard disk recording/editing
with RAM-based sampling under asingle operating system, allowing users to create and
modify sounds while editing audio to picture.
For information, call Ted Pine at New England
Digital: 603-448-5870; FAX: 603-448-3648; or circle Reader Service 13.

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

24 Hr: (702) 454-2085
FAX: 702-458-2787

eTeletech,linc.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

Light Replacement
Routine Maintenance
Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Experience

John Nix
PO Box 13244 Salem, OR 97309
503-581-4056
1-800-3214056

NEW-NEW-NEW

FM TRANSMITTERS
3,5,12,20,25KW
$24,000 TO $46,000
Rebates on all models

FM-AM Transmitter Installation
Maintenance and Field Service
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

TELO TECHNOLOGY
Stanwood, WA. 98292

206-387-3558

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041
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Give Your Production People
Some POWER!
THE SP-6IS LOADED WITH FEATURES! Like a
powerful equalizer section that gives your talent greater
creative freedom; four auxiliary sends that can be used
for special effects, headphone feeds, or IFB mixes: both
8- track and stereo bus assigns for multi- track and dubbing work: plus a choice of mono mic line or stereo input channels. And, to keep things fast and productive. it
even includes full machine control logic, control room
and studio mutes. plus tally systems—just like you'd
expect on an on- air console. The SP- 6 provides independent headphone, control room and multiple studio
mcnitors. and ( of course) an automatic stereo cue/solo

system. Our unique track monitor section will speed
your production pace. allowing simultaneous stereo
mixdown during the muIti-track bed session.
A powerful group of accessory modules will increase
your production control, like a 7- station intercom module
that links this console with other Wheatstone consoles
and talent stations throughout your complex; a full- function tape recorder control panel; an 8- position source selector to enhance input capability; additional studio
modules to accommodate multi- studio installations; and
finally, a digital event timer and a precision clock.
So contact Wheatstone, the company with the
integrity and experience you can count on.
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Something Very Good
Just Got BETTER!

A-32EX On-Air Console
Finally ençineers confined to tight budgets
can choose a console that won't compromise
station reliability or signal integrity. After all, the
A-32 is a Wheatstone console. It borrows from
the componentry and design of our larger A-500
consoles, currently installed in major markets all
over the country, from frontline independents to
national network's.
Our new A-32EX is even better, with ample
expansion room for additional inputs and a powerful family of accessory modules, including our
new MP- 32 talkshow module ( that neatly interfaces multiple hybrids, tape recorders, announcer
mics and studio- to- caller feeds), our ICM-32 six
station intercom module ( letting you communicate
with other conscle locations and announce studios), and our SC- 20 studio module (to provide
comprehensive studio monitor, automatic muting,
and talkback functions), plus multiple line selector
and machine control modules, and a complete
family of studio turret components.

The A-32EX console features modular construction, a fully regulated rackmount power
supply, logic follow, full machine control and of
course, an all- gold contact interface system.
It
has two mic channels and fourteen stereo line
modules, each with A/B source sel,ect and
Program/Audition bus assign, plus Cue switches
on the line modules. Standard features include
Program and Audition VU meters, digital timer,
and a monitor module for control room and headphone functions. The console is also available in
a smaller version (the A-20) with two mic channels and eight stereo line input modules.
The A-32EX is a perfect choice for stations
planning an upgrade in signal quality and control
room image. It's also a natural choice for the
newsroom.
So profit from VVheatstone's
experience and reputation— call us today for
immediate action!

SWineotrtone" Corporation
5720 VIP. Parkv, ay, Syracuse, NY. 13211 ( TEL 315-455-7740 ; FAX 315-454-8104)
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